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GLOSSARY

ACUD  Administrative Capital for Urban Development 

Joint-stock company established by the Abdel Fattah al-Sisi regime in April 2016 to serve as 
“master developer” of the New Administrative Capital (NAC). Owned 51 percent by the Min-
istry of Defense—specifically by the National Service Projects Organization and the Armed 
Forces Land Projects Agency—and 49 percent by the civilian Ministry of Housing, specifi-
cally by the New Urban Communities Authority. The ACUD’s mandate includes managing 
NAC land sales and their profits, awarding contracts, and supervising sub-developers. The 
funds received by ACUD are deposited in the company’s private bank account, free from any 
independent oversight.

AFLPA  Armed Forces Land Projects Agency

Co-owner of the ACUD under the Ministry of Defense. A once-modest agency (est. 1981) with 
an original mandate to manage the sale of military land and real estate that had gone out of use. 
A presidential decree issued in November 2015 gave the AFLPA the right to form joint-stock 
companies with other domestic and international actors, significantly expanding its opportuni-
ties for profit-making. Another presidential decree, in February 2016, allocated around 170,000 
acres of state land to the agency for the purpose of building the new capital, stipulating that the 
land would serve as the AFLPA’s in-kind contribution to the soon-to-be-established ACUD.

AOI   Arab Organization for Industrialization

A main arm of Egypt’s state-owned defense industry, led by military generals. Enjoys many 
profitable NAC contracts, including for the “smart system infrastructure” in the Knowledge 
City and for the manufacturing and installation of furniture for the new parliament, cabinet, 
and ministry buildings.

CUHC  Central Union for Housing Cooperatives

Under the umbrella of the Ministry of Housing and typically led by retired generals. In the 
NAC, overseeing the tendering process for the companies building housing compounds for 
members of cooperatives for employees of key state agencies like the military, police, and 
energy companies.

EAAF   Engineering Authority of the Armed Forces

Under the Ministry of Defense, a longtime manager of public works projects whose economic 
role al-Sisi has expanded further. Supervising construction of the NAC’s Government District, 
Diplomatic District, Knowledge City, Arts and Culture City, Sports City, Olympic City, some 
roads and utilities, and four residential districts. Enjoys handsome cuts of nearly all the contracts 
it manages.

EEHC  Egyptian Electricity Holding Company

Operates under the Ministry of Electricity and Renewable Energy. Borrowed more than $2 billion 
to build a new power plant in the NAC. Also buying land to build residential and commercial 
projects in the new city.



GLOSSARY (cont.)

GACHC  General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives

Under the umbrella of the Ministry of Housing, the Authority is 
traditionally led by retired generals. GACHC purchased more than 
five hundred acres in the NAC, which it has sold to about a dozen 
cooperative housing associations for state employees. Together 
with the CUHC, it has overseen the tendering process for builders 
of the cooperative associations’ compounds.

MCIT   Ministry of Communications and Information Technology

The second-largest ministerial spender in the NAC, allocating 
billions to tech infrastructure across the new capital to make the 
“smart city” smart.

MOH  Ministry of Housing, Utilities, and Urban Communities 

Administers the New Urban Communities Authority, which owns 
49 percent of the ACUD, and has been the largest spender in the 
new capital.

MOMP   Ministry of Military Production

Has “won” lucrative NAC contracts from the ACUD including for 
solar panels, water tanks, pipes, and thousands of elevators.

NAT   National Authority for Tunnels

Under the Ministry of Transportation, NAT has accumulated bil-
lions of dollars in loans for massive rail projects connecting the 
NAC to other areas of Egypt.

NSPO  National Service Projects Organization 

A military co-owner of the ACUD, under the Ministry of Defense. 
The NSPO has profited from massive sales of steel and cement 
used in the NAC—the most important raw materials needed for 
the new capital.

NUCA   New Urban Communities Authority 

Under the Ministry of Housing, NUCA is the ACUD’s civilian, mi-
nority co-owner. It paid in most of the cash used to create ACUD’s 
budget. In charge of financing and developing the Central Business 
District, the Green River, two residential districts, and most roads 
and utilities throughout the new city. Has taken on huge debt to carry 
out the NAC project, including a $2.55 billion loan from China. It 
is Egypt’s largest real estate developer and is tasked with addressing 
Egypt’s housing issues by developing new cities in the desert.

3
Right: The Iconic Tower under construction in the New Administrative Capital (NAC), March 2022.  

Credit: Youssef Abdelwahab/Unsplash
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Ten years after Egyptian autocrat Abdel Fattah al-Sisi seized power in a military coup, promis-
ing to bring “stability and prosperity,” the country is struggling through its worst economic 
crisis in decades. Al-Sisi’s debt-fueled spending frenzy on megaprojects led by his ruling 

partner, the armed forces, is no small contributor to Egypt’s current economic woes. Most promi-
nent among these projects is the new administrative capital (NAC), which will replace Cairo as the 
regime’s headquarters.

Last fall, to secure its fourth bailout in seven years from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), 
the Egyptian government agreed to slow down megaprojects and to reduce the economic footprint 
of the state—including that of the military, whose economic role has expanded considerably under 
al-Sisi. Yet the Egyptian leader has insisted on charging forward with the $58 billion NAC. Origi-
nally advertised as a five-year undertaking, this vanity venture in the desert is years behind schedule 
and billions over budget.

Al-Sisi touts the NAC, launched in 2015, as a gleaming, futuristic city that will showcase his “New 
Republic” to the world. As befits al-Sisi’s authoritarian rule, the NAC will feature a state-of-the-art 
mass surveillance system to track all activity in the city, including through live video broadcasts 
from six thousand security cameras. The NAC also includes a giant presidential palace and new 
ministerial headquarters; a diplomatic quarter to which all foreign embassies will be expected to 
relocate; lavish arts, conference, and sports centers; a Chinese-built central business district with 
the Iconic Tower, the “tallest tower in Africa”; the largest cathedral in the Middle East; upscale 
residential and commercial areas; 22 miles of park called the “Green River”; and much else—all set 
against the backdrop of growing poverty among ordinary Egyptians.

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi inspects the Egyptian Higher Military Academy and other facilities at the Strategic 
Command headquarters in the NAC, May 4, 2023. Credit: Egyptian Presidency
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Mirroring the military’s privileged role writ large, the NAC lacks transparency and accountability. 
Information is available to the public only through piecemeal reporting, and criticism is suppressed 
or dismissed as ignorance.

This report provides the first deep dive into the questions of who is paying for and who is profiting 
from the staggeringly expensive project. It details how billions of dollars are being funneled to the 
military-led project, even as the civilian government is saddled with record levels of debt and al-Sisi 
continues to tell citizens to tighten their belts. 

 ● Despite al-Sisi’s repeated insistence that “the Egyptian state won’t pay a penny” for the 
NAC, most of the funds spent so far have indeed come from the public coffers—whether in 
the form of direct budget allocations, the sale of state-owned land (often back to the state), 
state-subsidized loans, or government debt. Future generations of Egyptians will be forced 
to repay these debts for decades to come. 

 ● Regime insiders are raking in enormous benefits from the NAC. The armed forces, above 
all, are profiting to the tune of billions of dollars. As the primary overseer of the project, a 
military-led company enjoys the proceeds of land sales and handsome cuts of nearly all of 
the contracts, with income deposited into its private bank account and free from indepen-
dent oversight.

 ● Construction and real estate development companies with close ties to the regime—some 
well established, some new and opaque—are also profiting from lucrative no-bid contracts. 
Members of the security apparatus are deeply integrated into these patronage networks 
and profit circles, whether as shareholders, supervisors, suppliers, or middlemen. 

 ● Foreign companies are reaping profits as well. These companies are complicit in weighing 
down the Egyptian state’s books with debt and in redirecting its scarce resources to expen-
sive showpiece projects that are prioritized over less glamorous, essential social spending. 
Because their contracts are typically signed with military-controlled entities, they contrib-
ute to lining the bank accounts of military fiefdoms along the way. This includes the Ameri-
can company Honeywell, tapped to develop the NAC’s mass surveillance system.

Given the project’s opacity and rampant cronyism, the NAC is an incredibly risky venture. 

 ● Even in the best case scenario, the state is unlikely to see a positive return on investment 
from the huge public resources poured into the NAC. The project is almost certain to be 
scaled back from its original vision; some key elements, such as affordable housing, have 
already been scrapped, while its abundant high-end housing will struggle to find sufficient 
buyers. Al-Sisi’s demands that his new capital city be rushed to completion, meanwhile, 
have led to shoddy construction and waste.

 ● In the worst case scenario, the bubble will pop. The NAC is uniquely vulnerable to Ponzi 
schemes, with lax oversight and shadowy pop-up developers reliant on fresh money to 
repay earlier investors. If the money stops coming in, the whole project will come crashing 
down, leaving much of the still-unfinished city as sand in the desert.

 ● Without new streams of cash, al-Sisi will run out of ways to fuel the NAC venture and 
reward his loyalists. When that happens, not even his military clients will stand by him, 
deciding their opportunistic allegiances are better placed elsewhere.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:

The NAC project raises significant concerns about poor governance, indebtedness, cronyism, cor-
ruption, mass surveillance, and stability in Egypt. In response, POMED recommends that the United 
States Government take the following steps: 

 ● Conduct a policy review of the Egyptian regime’s stability and viability as a “strategic partner” 
in light of al-Sisi’s economic mismanagement, as vividly demonstrated by the NAC project.1

 ● Apply tools outlined in the Biden administration’s Strategy on Countering Corruption, 
including:2

 ○ Sanctioning any Egyptian or other individuals or entities involved in corrupt activities 
related to the NAC project.

 ○ Investigating whether any U.S. companies violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 
in receiving NAC contracts.

 ○ Reviewing whether any U.S. foreign assistance has been used in the NAC project to 
reinforce corrupt power structures, and if so, immediately curtailing such funding and 
implementing policies to avoid future misdirections of aid.

 ○ Working with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and other international financial 
institutions (IFIs) to strengthen transparency and anti-corruption measures in their 
lending to Egypt.

 ○ Supporting and defending the work of Egyptian journalists, civil society activists, and 
government whistleblowers in bringing transparency and accountability to the NAC 
through initiatives such as USAID’s Reporters Shield and Strengthening Transparency 
and Accountability through Investigative Reporting programs, as well as the State De-
partment-supported Global Anti-Corruption Consortium.

 ● Assess, in line with the Export Controls and Human Rights Initiative launched at the Biden 
administration’s 2021 Summit for Democracy, the role of U.S. firms in the NAC, in par-
ticular Honeywell, in potentially abetting the Egyptian government’s human rights abuses 
through the provision of mass surveillance technology for the new capital city.3

1. For an example of “strategic partnership” claims, see “Joint Statement Following Meeting Between President 
Biden and Egyptian President Abdel Fattah Al Sisi in Jeddah,” White House, July 16, 2022, https://www.
whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/07/16/joint-statement-following-meeting-between-
president-biden-and-egyptian-president-abdel-fattah-al-sisi-in-jeddah/
2. United States Strategy on Countering Corruption, White House, December 2021, https://www.whitehouse.
gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/United-States-Strategy-on-Countering-Corruption.pdf
3. “Export Controls and Human Rights Initiative Code of Conduct Released at the Summit for Democracy,” Office 
of the Spokesperson, U.S. Department of State, March 30, 2023, https://www.state.gov/export-controls-and-
human-rights-initiative-code-of-conduct-released-at-the-summit-for-democracy/; on Honeywell’s involvement 
in the NAC, see Mohamed Moselhy, “Smart Cities from the Desert Up,” Honeywell, https://buildings.honeywell.
com/us/en/news-events/news/2020/07/smart-cities-from-the-desert-up; on mass surveillance in the NAC, see 
“FEATURE-CCTV cameras will watch over Egyptians in new high-tech capital,” Thomson Reuters Foundation, 
January 4, 2023, https://www.reuters.com/article/egypt-tech-surveillance-idAFL8N33I0DO

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/07/16/joint-statement-following-meeting-between-president-biden-and-egyptian-president-abdel-fattah-al-sisi-in-jeddah/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/07/16/joint-statement-following-meeting-between-president-biden-and-egyptian-president-abdel-fattah-al-sisi-in-jeddah/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/07/16/joint-statement-following-meeting-between-president-biden-and-egyptian-president-abdel-fattah-al-sisi-in-jeddah/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/United-States-Strategy-on-Countering-Corruption.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/United-States-Strategy-on-Countering-Corruption.pdf
https://www.state.gov/export-controls-and-human-rights-initiative-code-of-conduct-released-at-the-summit-for-democracy/
https://www.state.gov/export-controls-and-human-rights-initiative-code-of-conduct-released-at-the-summit-for-democracy/
https://buildings.honeywell.com/us/en/news-events/news/2020/07/smart-cities-from-the-desert-up
https://buildings.honeywell.com/us/en/news-events/news/2020/07/smart-cities-from-the-desert-up
https://www.reuters.com/article/egypt-tech-surveillance-idAFL8N33I0DO
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 ● Deduct from U.S. annual military aid to Egypt an amount equal to the cost of any Egyptian 
government-mandated relocation of the U.S. embassy from Cairo to the NAC.

 ● Reinforce with the Egyptian authorities the IMF’s call for a slowdown of megaprojects and 
scaling back of the military’s economic role.4 Oppose the release of further tranches of IMF 
funding until Egypt takes these steps. 

 ● Review the role of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) in 
indirectly financing the NAC. Such financing may violate the EBRD’s mandate to “foster 
the transition towards open market-oriented economies to promote private and entre-
preneurial initiative” and to assist only countries “committed to and applying the prin-
ciples of multi-party democracy [and] pluralism.”5 If it is in violation, the United States 
should require the EBRD to suspend its support until Egypt comes into compliance. As a 
founding member of the EBRD and its largest single shareholder, the United States has a 
direct interest in ensuring the proper use of EBRD funds.

4. “Arab Republic of Egypt: Request for Extended Arrangement Under the Extended Fund Facility-Press Release; 
and Staff Report,” International Monetary Fund, January 10, 2023, https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/
Issues/2023/01/06/Arab-Republic-of-Egypt-Request-for-Extended-Arrangement-Under-the-Extended-Fund-
Facility-527849
5. “The history of the EBRD,” European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, https://www.ebrd.com/
who-we-are/history-of-the-ebrd.html

Egyptian Prime Minister Mostafa Madbouly tours the NAC’s Government District, including the Security Directorate building, 
which controls the mass surveillance systems deployed by the American company Honeywell, May 9, 2023. Credit: Administration 
Capital for Urban Development (ACUD)/Facebook

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2023/01/06/Arab-Republic-of-Egypt-Request-for-Extended-Arrangement-Under-the-Extended-Fund-Facility-527849
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2023/01/06/Arab-Republic-of-Egypt-Request-for-Extended-Arrangement-Under-the-Extended-Fund-Facility-527849
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2023/01/06/Arab-Republic-of-Egypt-Request-for-Extended-Arrangement-Under-the-Extended-Fund-Facility-527849
https://www.ebrd.com/who-we-are/history-of-the-ebrd.html
https://www.ebrd.com/who-we-are/history-of-the-ebrd.html
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I.  INTRODUCTION

During the grand unveiling of Egypt’s 
new administrative capital (NAC) proj-
ect in March 2015, Emirati real estate 

mogul Mohammed Alabbar milled alongside 
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi and 
Emirati Prime Minister Mohammed bin Rashid 
al-Maktoum to examine the sprawling model 
of the new city.1 Alabbar had established a real 
estate investment fund, Capital City Partners, 
earlier that year for the sole purpose of devel-
oping the seven hundred square kilometers—a 
plot “the size of Singapore,” as Egyptian officials 
repeated widely.2 And Maktoum’s United Arab 
Emirates (UAE) was expected to provide the 
funding, alongside his Gulf allies.

The massive undertaking would, Egyptian au-
thorities announced, house some seven million 
residents, reduce the congestion of Cairo, and give 
Egypt a shiny new face to present to the world. 

In the crowd gathered around the model city, 
then-Minister of Housing Mostafa Madbouly 
(now al-Sisi’s prime minister) gave an informal 

briefing on the new capital layout. Al-Sisi turned 
to Alabbar and asked when the first phase would 
be finished. “If I’m not lying, 10 years,” he replied. 
An incredulous al-Sisi scoffed at the number. 
Madbouly awkwardly bit his bottom lip. “When 
do you request it be finished?” Alabbar asked. 
“Yesterday!”3

Alabbar—best known for developing the world’s 
tallest building, Dubai’s Burj Khalifa—respond-
ed to the desired timeline by mumbling a com-
promise of five to seven years, and a dissatisfied 
al-Sisi broke the huddle. But the project time-
line wasn’t the only problem. More disagree-
ments followed, most importantly regarding 
who would finance the project and the Egyptian 
regime’s share of the profits.4

Ultimately, negotiations broke down and the 
initiative—which was originally presented to 
the public as a five-year, $45 billion venture 
that would be achieved without even drawing 
on credit from Egyptian banks—has become a 
much longer and more expensive endeavor. 

FIGURE 1.  NAC LOCATION IN RELATION TO CAIRO

Source: Data compiled from Ministry of Housing, Utilities, and Urban Communities; ACUD; TerraMetrix / Google Maps

Gulf of Suez

Greater Cairo

New Cairo City

New Administrative Capital

NAC Phase 1

NAC Phases 2-3

FIGURE 1.  NAC LOCATION IN RELATION TO CAIRO

Sources: Data compiled from Ministry of Housing, Utilities, and Urban Communities; ACUD; TerraMetrix/Google Maps
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WHAT IS THE NEW ADMINISTRATIVE CAPITAL?

• The largest of President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi’s military-led megaprojects 

• Plans unveiled at the March 2015 “Egypt the Future” conference in Sharm el Sheikh

• Located approximately 30 miles east of Cairo

• First envisioned as a three-phase project spanning about 170,000 acres, to be implemented 
in its entirety by an Emirati real estate developer and fully financed by Gulf investors

• Instead, most of the financing thus far has come from Egypt’s public resources

• Work on phase one—41,500 acres, roughly the size of Washington, D.C.—began in 
2016 with an advertised completion date of 2019–2020

• But the project is significantly delayed; only 60 percent of phase one has been completed 

• Expenditures have already exceeded $45 billion, with the $58 billion total price tag for 
phase one expected to rise

• The NAC will be a “smart city,” complete with a China-style central-command surveillance 
system to track all activity, including through live video broadcasts from 6,000 cameras

PHASE ONE OF THE NAC IS SUPPOSED TO INCLUDE:

• Government District, including headquarters for 34 ministries, upper and lower houses 
of parliament, and cabinet building

• Presidential Palace complex

• General Intelligence Service residential compounds and headquarters, home to the 
“largest money printer in the Middle East”

• Banking District, hosting the mandatory new headquarters for state-owned banks 

• Central Business District, featuring the Chinese-built “towers section” with 20 skyscrap-
ers including the Iconic Tower, “Africa’s tallest tower”

• Diplomatic District, to which all foreign embassies will be expected to relocate

• Eight residential districts, including luxury compounds, intended to house 1.5 million people

• Knowledge City, touted as “Egypt’s Silicon Valley,” to serve as a tech and education hub 

• The “Green River” central park, spanning more than one thousand acres

• Arts and Culture City, including a 2,150-seat opera house and 24 additional buildings 

• Islamic Cultural Center, including the Grand Egypt Mosque with capacity for more than 
one hundred thousand worshipers 

• Cathedral of the Nativity of Christ, the largest cathedral in the Middle East

• Olympic City, where the regime hopes to host the 2036 Olympics, featuring a 93,440-
seat stadium (the “second biggest in Africa”)

• New Capital Airport, to become “larger than London’s Heathrow Airport” 

• “Mixed Use” areas for office buildings, restaurants, and malls, including “Pyramids 
City,” a $1.6 billion mega-mall

• Medical City, to host dozens of hospitals and clinics, a hotel, and a conference center 

• Expo City, where the regime hopes to someday host the World Expo
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Fast forward eight years from the miniature 
model city’s glittering debut and much of the 
project remains a desolate construction site, 
with some 40 percent of the NAC’s first phase 
incomplete more than $45 billion later.5 

The new administrative capital is the very ex-
pensive jewel in al-Sisi’s crown of megaprojects. 
It is the largest of his several national ventures, 
led—like most others—by the armed forces, 
whose economic role has expanded dramati-
cally under al-Sisi’s rule.6 But who is paying 
for the construction of the NAC: its expansive 
government headquarters, 22 miles of central 
park, sprawling residential complexes, and fi-
nancial district housing Africa’s tallest tower? 
And who is profiting? 

Despite al-Sisi’s insistence that “the state won’t 
pay a penny” for the new capital, this report 
will show that most of the tens of billions of 
dollars spent on the venture so far have indeed 
come from the state—whether in the form of 
government debt, the sale of state-owned land 

(often back to the state), direct budget alloca-
tions, loans subsidized by the Central Bank of 
Egypt (CBE), or other creative routes of redi-
recting public assets to the president’s project.7 

What’s more, this massive public spending has 
been carried out with a complete lack of trans-
parency. As this report will detail, billions of 
dollars have been redirected to regime insid-
ers, tapped to build the megaproject through 
no-bid contracts. 

This has come at the clear expense of basic 
public services, with even al-Sisi admitting 
that essential sectors are floundering due to 
the lack of funds.8 “The state can’t educate the 
public well because it doesn’t have the financial 
ability to do that,” the president complained in 
an October 2022 interview on state television. 
“How will I educate them well? Where will the 
money come from?”9

In December, a cash-strapped Egypt—in the 
worst economic crisis it has seen for decades—
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turned to the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) for the country’s fourth loan from the 
multilateral creditor since the military-backed 
regime came to power in 2013. Total exter-
nal debt has more than tripled under al-Sisi’s 
tenure, from $43 billion in 2013 to $155.7 bil-
lion in 2022.10 

The regime’s debt-fueled spending frenzy 
on the new capital is no small contributor to 
Egypt’s current economic woes. Taken togeth-
er with the president’s 20-some smaller “smart 
cities” simultaneously under construction—to 
be run on the latest technology for everything 
from cashless payments to round-the-clock 
surveillance and digital government services—
the price tag had already reached 700 billion 
Egyptian pounds (EGP), or $44.8 billion, by 
January 2021.†

As the heart of what al-Sisi calls his “New Re-
public,” the NAC represents the president’s 
broader political-economic strategy for the 
country, characterized by expensive vanity proj-
ects and executed through patronage networks 
fueled by public resources. A deeper look into 
the details of the new capital—who is executing, 
who is financing, and who is profiting—sheds 
light on how business is conducted and how 
public funds are spent in al-Sisi’s Egypt. 

Informed by interviews with industry insiders 
and drawing primarily from Arabic sources, 

† Because the exchange rate has fluctuated wildly since 2015—$1 was worth 7.63 EGP in March 2015 and 30.81 
EGP in March 2023, for instance—currency conversions throughout this paper are based on the prevailing 
exchange rate at the time the figures were announced. The January 2021 exchange rate was $1 to 15.63 EGP.

this report provides the first deep dive into 
answering the questions of who is paying for 
and who is profiting from the monumental 
project.11 

What we find is an expanding state within a 
state, with resources funneled to the military 
regime and debt piled on to the civilian gov-
ernment. In other words: a redistribution of 
wealth from the people to the generals. But 
despite the abundance of public resources fun-
neled to regime insiders, the NAC and its sister 
megaprojects are actually making al-Sisi’s hold 
on power more, rather than less, tenuous—
creating bubbles in the desert, ready to pop. 

As the heart of what al-Sisi 
calls his “New Republic,” the 

NAC represents the president’s 
broader political-economic 

strategy for the country, 
characterized by expensive 

vanity projects and executed 
through patronage networks 
fueled by public resources.
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II. A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE NAC:  
FROM FOREIGN PATRON PROJECT TO PIECEMEAL STATE-LED DEVELOPMENTS

Plans for the new capital project were first 
announced in March 2015 at the “Egypt 
the Future” investment conference in the 

South Sinai resort town of Sharm el Sheikh. 
President al-Sisi—who had come to power less 
than two years earlier through a bloody coup 
that ousted the democratically elected Muslim 
Brotherhood government—was keen to show 
the world that Egypt was “open for business.”

To build his “New Republic,” al-Sisi wanted 
a modern seat of power. The Chicago-born 
urban planning and architecture firm Skid-
more, Owings & Merrill—which had earlier 
designed Burj Khalifa for Alabbar—was tapped 
to sketch the master plan for the futuristic 
city.12 Animated renderings of the new capital 
turned the plot of sand 32 miles east of Cairo 
into lush greenery, upscale villas, and glisten-
ing skyscrapers. 

Media reports on the colossal endeavor imme-
diately confused the price tags and timelines 
for the different phases of the city. Following 
the Sharm el Sheikh conference, news outlets 
around the world referred to the NAC as a 
$45 billion project.13 Later, it became the “$58 
billion project.”14 But these estimates—them-
selves produced by unclear calculations—were 
referring to phase one of the new capital, in-
tended to span just 25 thousand feddans15 and 
later expanded to 40 thousand feddans. (One 
feddan equals about one acre). Phase one, the 
construction of which began in early 2016, was 
to be completed in five to seven years, with 
main components including: the Government 
District, Central Business District, Diplomatic 
District, Knowledge City (or Egypt’s “Silicon 
Valley”),16 a giant central park (the “Green 
River”), and eight residential districts, called 
R1 through R8 (“for all categories of Egyptian 
people”).17

By contrast, Alabbar estimated the cost of the 
entire 170 thousand feddans of the new capital 
design at a staggering $300 billion.18 This was 
the plot that would ultimately absorb seven 

million residents, according to Madbouly at 
the 2015 conference.19 

This report discusses phase one of the NAC: 
the 40 thousand feddans currently under con-
struction (approximating the size of Washing-
ton, D.C.) that are far from finished. The 130 
thousand feddans to be developed under the 
envisioned phases two and three—plus an ad-
ditional 45,500 feddans allocated to the project 
in June 2022 for these later phases20—are still 
untouched desert land and will likely remain 
little more than that for several years to come. 

THE GULF MISCALCULATION

The idea for the 2015 event that brought the 
announcement of the new capital project orig-
inated with Saudi Arabia’s King Abdullah bin 
Abdulaziz Al Saud. In June 2014, the king had 
called for a “Friends of Egypt” donor conference 
to support newly elected President al-Sisi and 
his consolidation of power against the Muslim 
Brotherhood.21 The Egyptian regime did not 
want to advertise itself as a beggar nation, and 
oil prices started dropping just weeks after 
King Abdullah’s invitation (making it less ap-
pealing for al-Sisi’s Gulf allies to give away free 
money), so the idea was transformed into an 
investor conference.22

Still, at the time of the NAC unveiling, al-Sisi’s 
boat was riding high on the recent injections of 
tens of billions of dollars from the Gulf. He had 
become accustomed to his monthly rents—his 
Gulf allies had “money like rice,” as he described 
in an infamous 2015 leak.23 What was a few 
dozen billion more from the oil-rich monarchies 
for his new capital—not even another donation, 
but a joint venture, an “investment”? 

But by late 2015, the Brotherhood in Egypt no 
longer posed an existential threat to the Gulf 
monarchies, the military regime had been suf-
ficiently consolidated, oil prices were around a 
third of what they had been in 2013, and al-
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Sisi’s biggest cheerleader, King Abdullah (who 
died just weeks before the March 2015 event), 
was no longer around to rally his Gulf allies. 

This marked the start of a new relationship 
between al-Sisi and his Gulf patrons—with the 
latter’s tolerance for handouts and bad invest-
ments waning. In 2016, Abdullah’s successor, 
King Salman, secured from al-Sisi a gift of two 
Red Sea islands as an unadvertised prereq-
uisite for further assistance. And both Saudi 
Arabia and the UAE began to pivot toward 
buying land and other valuable state-owned 
assets in Egypt, rather than sending condition-
free cash.

CHINA STEPS IN

When the Emiratis abandoned the project 
just months after the ambitious plans were re-
vealed, Egypt’s Ministry of Housing and Minis-
try of Defense took the reins.24 However, state 
officials still hoped the financing would come 
from elsewhere. 

For two years (2016–2018) it seemed China 
would save the venture with a promise to build 
much of the capital and provide tens of bil-
lions of dollars in financing from state-owned 
banks.25 But despite China’s desire to expand 
investments in Egypt under its ambitious Belt 
and Road Initiative, and the growing rapport 
between al-Sisi and Chinese President Xi Jin-
ping, the projects made little economic sense. 
And deal after deal fell through. 

The first Chinese pledge to participate in the 
new capital project came during al-Sisi’s visit 
to Beijing in September 2015.26 A few months 
later, ahead of Xi’s visit to Cairo in January 2016, 
Egyptian officials met with representatives from 
the state-owned China State Construction En-
gineering Corporation (CSCEC) and secured 
seven Memorandums of Understanding (MoUs) 
for NAC projects. These non-binding agree-
ments pledged to build what was to be the core 
of the first phase of the new capital—a dozen 
ministries, a parliament building, a grand con-
ference hall, an exhibition center, and 15 thou-
sand housing units for low- to middle-income 

President al-Sisi looks on as then-U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry delivers remarks to attendees of the “Egypt the Future” economic 
development conference in Sharm el Sheikh on March 13, 2015. Credit: State Department/Flickr
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earners27—financed with a $3 billion loan pack-
age from Chinese state-owned banks.28

But after more than a year of negotiations, the 
CSCEC pulled out over financial disagreements. 
Plans for the low- to middle-income housing 
were scrapped and Egyptian construction com-
panies were awarded the task of building the 
ministries instead, overseen by the Engineering 
Authority of the Armed Forces (EAAF), a pow-
erful agency under the Egyptian Ministry of De-
fense and a longtime manager of massive public 
works projects.29 

Parallel to talks with CSCEC, another Chi-
nese state-owned company, China Fortune 
Land Development Company (CFLD), signed 
a $20 billion preliminary agreement with the 
Egyptian government in October 2016 to de-
velop 14 thousand feddans.30 But by December 
2018, the CFLD deal also fell through over reve-
nue-sharing disagreements.31

Ultimately, Egyptian officials reached a compro-
mise with China to build and finance another 

$3 billion area of the new capital, the “towers 
section” of the Central Business District—with 
20 high-rises, including (as Egypt’s state-con-
trolled media and government officials never 
fail to mention) the tallest skyscraper in Africa.32 
While this soaring financial center may be the 
most striking feature of the city, its footprint of 
just 120 feddans (or under 0.056 percent of the 
land allocated to the entire new capital project) 
is a considerably smaller Chinese contribution 
than Egyptian authorities had hoped for.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE CAPITAL FOR 
URBAN DEVELOPMENT (ACUD)

In April 2016, the regime established a joint-
stock company, the Administrative Capital for 
Urban Development (ACUD), to manage the 
anticipated multibillion-dollar deals with China 
and act as master developer of the new capital. 
The company is 51 percent owned by the Min-
istry of Defense—specifically by two military 
agencies under its umbrella, the National Service 
Projects Organization (NSPO) and the Armed 

Onlookers observe the construction of the NAC’s Central Business District (CBD), October 16, 2020. China agreed to finance and 
build the “towers section” of the CBD. Credit: Youssef Abdelwahab/Unsplash
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Forces Land Projects Agency (AFLPA)—and 
49 percent owned by the Ministry of Housing’s 
New Urban Communities Authority (NUCA).

The ACUD’s mandate includes managing land 
sales and their profits, awarding contracts to 
construction, technology, and services com-
panies, and supervising sub-developers (such 
as NUCA and private developers) who would 
build and finance smaller parts of the city. With 
20 billion EGP ($2.3 billion) in paid-in capital 
from the defense and housing ministries—later 
increased to 80 billion EGP ($6 billion) in 2020—
and ownership over the 170 thousand feddans 
of land slotted for the project, the military-led 
company was well endowed to serve this mana-
gerial function.33 

Paving the way for the new capital venture were 
two presidential decrees enhancing the scope 
and resources of the AFLPA—a once-modest 
agency (est. 1981) with an original mandate to 
manage the sale of military land and real estate 
that had gone out of use.34 The first decree, 
issued in November 2015, gave the AFLPA the 
right to form joint-stock companies with other 
domestic and international actors, significantly 
expanding its opportunities for profit-making. 
The second, in February 2016, allocated 170 
thousand feddans to the agency for the purpose 
of building the new capital, stipulating that the 
land would serve as the AFLPA’s in-kind contri-
bution to the soon-to-be-established ACUD.35 

The state’s ownership of the vast majority of 
Egypt’s land has long been a source of wealth 
and power for the country’s presidents and 
ruling coalitions. Al-Sisi is following in the 
footsteps of his predecessors in distributing the 
public asset along politically motivated lines to 
strengthen patronage networks and, in turn, his 
own regime.36 But the scale of al-Sisi’s mega-
projects—primarily dependent on his control of 
state land (in coordination with the military)—

sets his reign apart as uniquely exploitative of 
this national resource. The new capital is the 
most dramatic example of this trend. 

The military’s prerogative to keep all of its eco-
nomic activity secret (on the often unconvinc-
ing grounds of national security) has also facili-
tated the regime’s ability to extract rents from 
state-owned land. In the case of the new capi-
tal, the Ministry of Defense’s majority stake in 
the ACUD saved the company from too much 
prying into its finances—despite it being wholly 
owned and funded by government entities. The 
details of the ACUD’s budget remain secret, 
eluding even the oversight of the regime’s largely 
rubber-stamp parliament.37 How the ACUD’s 
multibillion-dollar endowment from public 
funds is spent is not for the Egyptian people to 
know. Nor is it of the public’s concern where the 
profits from the sale of the 215,500 feddans of 
land go. 

But apparently this substantial infusion of 
public resources was not sufficient. As General 
Ahmed Zaki Abdeen–who served as ACUD 
chairman from 2017 to 2022–complained to 
Reuters in May 2019, “We need very extensive 
financing and the state doesn’t have money to 
give me.”38

The scale of al-Sisi ’s 
megaprojects—primarily 

dependent on his control of 
state land (in coordination with 

the military)—sets his reign 
apart as uniquely exploitative 

of this national resource.
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III. WHO IS PAYING FOR THE NAC? 

During the October 2017 official launch 
ceremony of the new capital project, 
General Abdeen presented updates on 

the year’s work and sheepishly raised questions 
about who would pay for key elements of the 
massive undertaking. By this point, the ACUD 
had been overseeing work on the capital for 
some 18 months, and the anticipated billions 
in external financing from the Gulf and China 
had yet to materialize.

Al-Sisi interrupted from his seat at the front 
of an auditorium filled with military generals 
and government officials: “I want to tell you 
all, don’t worry about any cost . . . at all.”39 His 
generosity was greeted by a round of raucous 
applause. This benevolent patriarch with bot-
tomless pockets was showing a different side 
to the man who had been telling Egyptians for 
years to tighten their belts for the sake of the 
nation. As the leader of a country hundreds of 
billions of dollars in debt, al-Sisi’s confidence 
in access to funds seemed out of place. But, as 
he later asked the crowd to more cheerful clap-
ping, “Is it shameful for me to dream?” No cost 
would be spared to realize his vision.

After that opening ceremony, rarely did General 
Abdeen provide an interview without claiming 
that the new capital project had not cost the 
state “a single cent.” Al-Sisi has also repeated 
the claim on several occasions.40 According to 
Khaled Abbas, then deputy minister of housing 
for national projects and current chairman of 
the ACUD, total spending on the NAC reached 

400–500 billion EGP ($25.48–$31.85 billion) by 
March 2021.41 But the ACUD, which says it is fi-
nancing the entire project through land sales to 
investors, had only contributed 90 billion EGP 
($5.73 billion) by the start of 2022.42

So where is the rest of the money coming from?

For starters, the leaders of the new capital project 
seem to have forgotten about the 80 billion EGP 
($6 billion) in paid-in capital from government 
bodies that was injected into the ACUD. But in 
addition to this early endowment, the state has 
spent the equivalent of several billion dollars in 
public funds on the new capital project—in the 
form of cash, debt, and in-kind contributions.

GOVERNMENT BUDGETS AND PROCEEDS 
FROM STATE-OWNED LAND 

According to Abdeen, the heart of the new 
administrative capital—the Government Dis-
trict—was financed by the ACUD “from its 
own resources.” Specifically, the 50–60 billion 
EGP (approximately $3.8 billion) needed to 
build it came from the company’s land sales to 
investors.43 But in fact, this arrangement has 
cost the state threefold.

First, the public treasury was forced to forgo 
profits from the state land that was transferred 
to the AFLPA, one of the ACUD’s military co-
owners, in 2016. A 2022 presidential decree 
transferred an additional 45,500 feddans to the 
ACUD, bringing the company’s land bank to 
215,500 feddans.44 Proceeds from the sale of 
this land now flow to the military-controlled 
company. Under this arrangement, the idea of 
the ACUD as “self-financing” becomes little 
more than a technicality. Public resources were 
gifted to the company by the president, in turn 
becoming “the ACUD’s own resources.”

Second, and even more directly, the state has 
promised to pay the ACUD back for the Gov-
ernment District—in effect pushing the cost 

As the leader of a country 
hundreds of bil l ions of dollars 
in debt, al-Sisi ’s confidence in 

access to funds seemed  
out of place.
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onto future state budgets. To recoup its ex-
penditures, the ACUD will lease the buildings 
to the respective ministries and government 
authorities. Al-Sisi confirmed in July 2022 that 
the public budget will send 4 billion EGP ($212 
million) in rent to the ACUD annually for at 
least 13 years.45

Finally, at least two of the old government build-
ings back in Cairo—once “public” property—
have been transferred to Egypt’s new sovereign 
wealth fund, the Sovereign Fund of Egypt (SFE) 
(est. 2018), controlled by al-Sisi and exempt 
from public oversight. Several others are slated 
to be transferred to the SFE. Any profits from 
future rentals or sales of this real estate will not 
go to the public coffers, but rather to this non-
transparent, regime-controlled fund.

In the end, the state not only loses land and 
real estate assets—with no compensation—but 
will be forced to repay the ACUD the cost of 
the government buildings in the new capital, 
without ultimately owning them. 

The Ministry of Housing and NUCA

Ministries and their sub-authorities are also 
sending resources from their annual budgets to 
the ACUD to build other sections of the new 
capital. 

The Ministry of Housing and its affiliated en-
tities have been the biggest spenders, buying 
land from the ACUD as a so-called invest-
ment—essentially sending public funds to the 
military-controlled body while transferring 
the risk of project failure onto the treasury. 
The ministry’s NUCA purchased at least 3,100 
feddans for the Central Business District, the 
Green River (the central park that cuts through 
the middle of the city as an alternative to the 
Nile), and two of the new capital’s eight resi-
dential districts (R3 and R5).46 Prices for the 
land are set by the ACUD, typically at undis-
closed amounts—with the exception of the 
CBD and central park, which cost around 44.1 
billion EGP ($2.6 billion), according to ACUD 
Spokesman Brigadier Khaled al-Husseini.47 

President al-Sisi addresses an auditorium during the NAC official launch ceremony in the new capital, October 11, 2017. He assured 
the crowd, “Don’t worry about any cost . . . at all.” Photo: Xinhua
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In addition to buying the land from the ACUD, 
NUCA is in charge of financing and develop-
ing these sections of the new capital. Despite 
operating under the auspices of the Ministry 
of Housing, NUCA is considered a special 
“economic authority” [hay’a iqtisadaya], which 
means it commands a special budget sepa-
rate from that of the ministry.48 Similar to the 
government line concerning the ACUD, state 
officials speciously describe NUCA as “self-
funded.” In reality, like the ACUD, the author-
ity secures revenues primarily through the sale 
of state land—which is often allocated to the 
body by presidential decree—and increasingly, 
as we will see below, through debt. 

Since the launch of the new capital project, 
NUCA’s budget has increased dramatically. 
(See Figure 3.)49 The authority enjoyed a budget 
of 172 billion EGP in Fiscal Year (FY) 2021/22, 

up from just 30.46 billion EGP in FY2013/14 
(before al-Sisi’s megaprojects started).50

While this spending is distributed to projects 
across the country, much of the money has funded 
government-led works in the new capital.51 

As early as July 2015, NUCA allocated 5 billion 
EGP ($641 million) from its budget for work on 
the NAC.52 And while the authority hasn’t been 
explicit regarding the budget breakdown in 
subsequent years, NUCA’s total “investments” 
in the new capital reached 167 billion EGP 
($10.54 billion) by January 2021 and were an-
ticipated to increase to around 220 billion EGP 
($13.89 billion) by the end of 2021, according 
to Mohammed Abdel Maksoud, head of the 
New Administrative Capital Authority (the 
body that represents the Ministry of Housing 
under the umbrella of the ACUD).53 
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This estimate is likely on the conservative side. 
In early 2019 alone, NUCA signed more than 
200 billion EGP ($11.15 billion) worth of con-
tracts with companies for work on the new 
capital to be implemented over the subsequent 
three years.54 And these were just the “invest-
ments,” or money spent with the expectation of 
securing future profits. Expenditures (the cost 
of general operations) reached an additional 70 
billion EGP ($4.44 billion) between 2017 and 
2020, according to Abdel Maksoud.55 

The authority’s FY2021/22 budget—at 172.34 
billion EGP ($10.98 billion), the largest in 
NUCA’s history—also funded several projects 
in the new capital, according to NUCA Vice 
Chairman Abdel Muttalib Mamdouh. These 
include (1) the Green River; (2) more than 
36,600 residential units and 480 villas in R3 
and R5 residential areas; (3) the main roads 
in the Government District and throughout 
phase one of the new capital; (4) utilities net-
works, including sewage lines, covering several 
thousand feddans; (5) a water plant; and (6) a 
wastewater treatment plant.56 

NUCA is not only paying to supply the new 
capital with water but is also facilitating the 
redirection of the scarce resource to the NAC 
from other Cairo neighborhoods and satellite 
cities—representing another public cost for 
the sake of the project. NUCA paid 10 billion 
EGP to install 93 miles of water lines, allowing 
the new capital to pull directly from the Nile. It 
spent another 1 billion EGP to bring water to 
the NAC from water plants in the New Cairo 
and Tenth of Ramadan satellite cities.57 

With just 560 cubic meters of water per person, 
Egypt has already fallen far below the United Na-
tions’ water poverty line (around one thousand 
cubic meters per capita).58 The country is expect-
ed to drop into the category of extreme water 
scarcity within the next decade, a consequence 
of climate change, population growth, and Ethio-
pia’s new mega dam upstream on the Nile.59

While this problem is not specific to the NAC, 
the location of the new capital—in the desert 
some 32 miles from the Nile and 62 miles from 
the nearest desalination plant on the Gulf of 

Suez—means getting water to the new city will 
be costly. 

All evidence suggests the public coffers, not the 
ACUD, will pay the price of securing sufficient 
water for the new capital. Cabinet Decision 
45/2020, for example, declared NUCA’s pipes 
project connecting the Nile to the new capital 
a “work of public interest,” giving the authority 
the right to “seize any land necessary to execute 
the project.”60 Private landowners who rejected 
the compensation price offered by the govern-
ment were forced to cede their land anyway, for 
the sake of the “public good.” 

Finally, under al-Sisi NUCA has been empow-
ered to take public assets without paying back 
into the treasury. As a government body whose 
main assets are public property, NUCA is legally 
bound to send any profits to the public coffers at 
the end of each fiscal year. But the current fiscal 
year (FY2022/23) draft budget records NUCA’s 
anticipated surplus as zero. As a Ministry of 
Housing official explained to parliament during 
the budget review, this is because the money will 
instead be redirected to NUCA’s “investments” 
in national projects, including the new capital. 
He added that for the past several years, sur-
pluses have also been redirected to fund these 
national projects.61 

Indeed, al-Sisi explained at an economic confer-
ence in October 2022 that this new arrangement 
was his direct order. As he told the minister of 
finance, “The money will stay with NUCA, and 
I’ll monitor it. And you won’t take any of it, min-
ister of finance. . . Ok, it could have gone to the 
Ministry of Finance to be allocated again. True. 
But I didn’t see that as successful in the past.”62

All evidence suggests the 
public coffers, not the ACUD, 
will  pay the price of securing 

sufficient water for the  
new capital.
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Other Ministries 

The Ministry of Communications and Informa-
tion Technology is the second largest ministerial 
spender in the NAC, quietly allocating billions 
to tech infrastructure across the new capital to 
make the “smart city” smart.63 It also bought 255 
feddans of land from the ACUD for 4.28 billion 
EGP to build the NAC’s Knowledge City and al-
located an additional 15 billion EGP ($930 mil-
lion) for the project in its FY2019/20 budget.64 
According to ACUD Spokesman Husseini, the 
ministry will also transfer ownership of its old 
buildings in Cairo to the ACUD as compensa-
tion for the 35 billion EGP spent by the military-
controlled company and the EAAF to construct 
the technological hub.65 

To accommodate expenses for the new capital 
and other special “presidential assignments,” the 

ministry’s budget soared to 26.84 billion EGP in 
FY2019/20, up from just 900 million EGP a year 
earlier, and has remained elevated ever since.66 
(See Figure 4.)67

Other ministries are also sending parts of their 
budgets to the NAC in little advertised transac-
tions. The Ministry of Youth and Sports spent at 
least 2.28 billion EGP to build the new capital’s 
93-feddan Sports City,68 while the Ministry of 
Petroleum and Mineral Wealth signed a $1 mil-
lion deal with French company Schneider Elec-
tric to equip a strategic command center for the 
petroleum sector in the NAC.69 

Public Sector Companies

Public sector companies are also buying land 
from the ACUD to build in the “private sector” 
R7 and R8 residential districts and the nearby 
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Note: This budget is just for al-diwan al-a’aam (the public office) of the Ministry of Communications and does not include its affiliated authorities.

Sources: Yasmeen Fawaz, “Telecom Achieves Profits Exceeding One Billion Pounds during the Current Fiscal Year,” Al-Mal [Ar], May 23, 
2019, bit.ly/41T0YSq; Yasmeen Fawaz, “Details of the budget for ‘communications’ and its subsidiaries in the fiscal year 2021/2022,” Al-Mal 
[Ar], June 14, 2021, bit.ly/3p2myFC; “Program and performance budget for the fiscal year 2022-2023,” Arab Republic of Egypt Ministry of 
Finance [Ar], bit.ly/3HPBMUK.

FIGURE 4.  MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS’ BUDGET, Fiscal Years 2018–2023

http://bit.ly/41T0YSq
http://bit.ly/3p2myFC
http://bit.ly/3HPBMUK
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“Investors’ Area,” which is a mix of large resi-
dential compounds and the “Downtown,” to be 
populated with more malls and offices. The pur-
chases are inflating land prices, sending more 
public money to the ACUD, and placing more 
risk on the state in the process. 

The Saudi Egyptian Developers, owned in equal 
parts by Egypt’s Ministry of Housing and Saudi 
Arabia’s Ministry of Finance, bought 70 feddans 
from the ACUD for its Bleu Vert luxury com-
pound in the Investors’ Area.70 Two companies 
under the Ministry of Public Business Sector and 
chaired by military generals, Misr for Investment 
and Urban Development and Al Shams for Hous-
ing and Development Company, bought at least 
three plots of land totaling 118 feddans in the 
R7 district for their luxury compounds (Golden 
Yard, Solana, and Oro).71 And the Egyptian Elec-
tricity Holding Company (EEHC), under the 
Ministry of Electricity and Renewable Energy, 
bought a parcel of land in the R7 district for an 
unadvertised project. (The EEHC spent an addi-
tional 840 million EGP on the Electricity Control 

Center in the NAC to control and monitor elec-
tricity distribution.)72

State-Owned Banks

Finally, state-owned banks have been a major 
source of direct income for the ACUD. They 
have sent billions of pounds of public money to 
the military-led company to buy land for their 
mandatory new headquarters in the NAC’s 
Banking District (situated next to the Govern-
ment District).73 The ACUD, with the power to 
arbitrarily set land prices, sold the plots at the 
heavily inflated rate of 15 thousand EGP per 
square meter, costing the Central Bank some 
1.96 billion EGP, with other major spenders 
including the state-owned National Bank of 
Egypt (630 million EGP), Housing and Develop-
ment Bank (525 million EGP), Suez Canal Bank 
(129 million EGP), Banque du Caire (88 million 
EGP), and Agricultural Bank of Egypt (87.4 mil-
lion EGP).74 This is in addition to the billions 
more spent by these state-owned banks on the 
actual construction of their new headquarters.

Concept drawing of an apartment complex in the Saudi Egyptian Developers’ Bleu Vert luxury compound found within the NAC’s 
Investors’ Area. Photo: Saudi Egyptian Developers
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Despite all of this documented government 
spending, al-Sisi and ACUD representatives 
still repeat the fiction that the new capital is not 
costing the state a “single penny.” Worse still, 
this direct spending by public bodies pales in 
comparison to the debt that government enti-
ties have accumulated to fund the NAC. 

GOVERNMENT DEBT

When then-Housing Minister Madbouly an-
nounced that the Ministries of Housing and 
Defense were establishing a national company 
to oversee the NAC, he said the company would 
finance the project by taking out loans and re-
paying them with the profits from land sales.75 
But the new capital’s debt financing model has 
taken a very different form—one in which the 
state bears the burden, while the military-con-
trolled ACUD reaps the profits. 

Various government entities, not the ACUD, 
are the ones piling up debt. Indeed, many of 
the same ministries (and their affiliated entities) 
that are spending billions on the new capital 
from their budgets have also taken on enor-
mous loans for NAC projects. Most of these 
loans have been guaranteed by the Ministry of 
Finance—which means that if the government 
bodies fail to pay them back, the public treasury 
will be stuck with the bill. 

New Urban Communities Authority

NUCA is chief among the debtors. NUCA’s debt 
has skyrocketed over the past three and a half 
years, with new bank loans reaching at least 
348.9 billion EGP ($21.61 billion) between late 
2018 and early 2022. (See Figure 5.)76 By com-
parison, NUCA’s loans totaled just 78.77 million 
EGP (approximately $9.92 million) during the 
four fiscal years prior to this period (FY2013/14–
FY2016/17). (See Figure 6.)77 This represents a 
more than 226,000 percent increase in borrow-
ing by NUCA.78 Many of the recent loans have 
come from state-owned banks, namely the Na-
tional Bank of Egypt (NBE), the Housing and 
Development Bank (HDB), and Banque Misr. 
The Central Bank “negotiated” down interest 
rates from the prevailing lending rate, a euphe-

FIGURE 5.  NUCA’S LOANS, Late 2018–2022

Nov 2018
20 billion EGP ($1.12 billion) from 
NBE, HDB, and Banque Misr

Apr 2019
6 billion EGP ($349.24 million) from 
NBE, HDB, and commercial banks to 
meet “urgent financial needs”

Apr 2019
$2.55 billion (42.87 billion EGP) from 
Chinese banks to fund the Central 
Business District

Jul 2019

Start of NUCA’s first 10 billion EGP 
($602.77 million) securitized bond 
issuance on the Egyptian stock 
exchange

Jan 2020
10 billion EGP ($634.12 million) from 
a consortium of banks, led by NBE 
and Banque Misr

Jul 2020

Start of NUCA’s second 10 billion 
EGP ($626.96 million) securitized 
bond issuance on the Egyptian stock 
exchange

Oct 2020

50 billion EGP ($3.18 billion) from 
a consortium of banks led by NBE 
and Banque Misr at an interest 
rate of 7.25 percent compared to 
the prevailing lending rate of 10.25 
percent (subsidized by the CBE)

Oct 2020

150 billion EGP ($9.55 billion) loan 
package from commercial banks 
(guaranteed by the Ministry of 
Finance and subsidized by the 
Central Bank at 5 percent interest)

Mar 2022 50 billion EGP ($3 billion) from NBE

Jul 2022

NUCA in negotiations for a loan 
package of 50-100 billion EGP ($2.65 
billion–$5.29 billion) from NBE, 
Banque Misr and others
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mism for subsidizing the loans with state funds 
to the tune of several billion pounds.79 

These loans have funded NUCA’s work on new 
cities across the country, but the new capital has 
received a plurality of the authority’s debt financ-
ing. A full $2.55 billion in loans (from Chinese 
state-owned banks) went toward financing the 
Central Business District (CBD) alone. (NUCA 
put down the remaining $450 million up front 
for the $3 billion district as a condition of the 
loan).80 NUCA borrowed another $500 million 
to build the Green River, including shops and 
restaurants along the park.

The authority’s ability to repay this money de-
pends on its ability to sell or rent the thousands 
of units in the CBD’s 20 towers and to profit 
from the establishments set up in the Green 
River. If these profits fail to materialize—an 
extremely likely scenario—it is the state coffers 
that will suffer, not the ACUD.

NUCA has also turned toward less conven-
tional forms of debt financing, most notably is-
suing securitized bonds on the Egyptian stock 
exchange, totaling 20 billion EGP ($1.23 billion) 
as of July 2022. For these transactions, NUCA 
uses a subsidiary, El Taamir for Securitization 
Company—a special purpose vehicle (est. 2009), 
which allows the authority to keep this debt off 
its books. The bonds, offering a healthy return 
of 10.9 to 11.87 percent to investors,81 are also 
guaranteed by the Ministry of Finance—again 
shifting the investment risks taken by NUCA 
(and investors) onto the public coffers. The Eu-
ropean Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment (EBRD) is among the institutions aiding 
NUCA’s debt-fueled spending, buying up 3 bil-
lion EGP (€173 million) of bonds from the state 
body. This is a somewhat odd investment for the 
EBRD, an entity with a mandate to “foster the 
transition towards open market-oriented econ-
omies to promote private and entrepreneurial 
initiative” and to assist only those countries 
“committed to and applying the principles of 
multi-party democracy [and] pluralism.”82 

According to NUCA’s Vice Chairman of Fi-
nancial Affairs Mazen Hassen, at least one full 
tranche of the bond issuance (worth 2.6 billion 

FIGURE 6.  NUCA’S ON-THE-BOOKS 
LOANS FROM FINAL BUDGET ACCOUNTS, 
2013–2021

FY2013/14
11.18 million EGP ($1.63 million); 
all from the state-owned National 
Investment Bank (NIB)

FY2014/15
12.63 million EGP ($1.78 million); all 
from NIB

FY2015/16
34.4 million EGP ($4.46 million); of 
that, 24.08 million EGP from NIB

FY2016/17
20.56 million EGP ($2.05 million); of 
that, 16.13 million EGP from NIB

FY2017/18 514.87 million EGP ($28.88 million)

FY2018/19
missing data (same fiscal year as 
$2.55 billion China loan) 

FY2019/20

42.5 billion EGP ($2.53 billion); of 
that 6.5 billion EGP originally in 
external debt and “relent from the 
public treasury”

FY2020/21
49.56 billion EGP ($3.13 billion); all 
domestic debt

Sources: Law 176/2014; Law 52/2017; Law 119/2017; 
Law 68/2018; Law 52/2019; Law 45/2021; Law 61/2022, 
bit.ly/42E4gsR

Many of the loans in Figure 5 (pg. 22) are not 
recorded in NUCA’s final budget accounts listed 
below. This is because: (1) the securitized bonds 
are not listed in NUCA’s budget because they 
are handled by its special purpose vehicle and 
kept separate from the parent company; (2) 
the final budget accounts for FY2018/19 are 
not publicly available; and (3) some of the later 
tranches of loans had not yet been disbursed by 
the end of FY2020/21 (the latest data available). 

http://bit.ly/42E4gsR
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EGP) in 2020 was earmarked for projects in the 
new capital, including the completion of utilities 
and residential areas.83 (Cash from the first 10 
billion EGP issuances in 2019 went to refinanc-
ing NUCA’s existing short-term loans.)84 

The National Authority for Tunnels (NAT)

NUCA is not the only special economic author-
ity racking up debt for new capital projects. The 
National Authority for Tunnels (NAT) under 
the Ministry of Transportation—led by General 
Kamel al-Wazir, a close al-Sisi ally—has also ac-
cumulated billions of dollars in loans on mas-
sive rail projects connecting the NAC to other 
parts of Egypt. The “world’s longest monorail,” 
linking the new capital to Cairo and its western 
suburbs, will cost an estimated $4.5 billion, fi-
nanced by loans to NAT from a syndicate of in-
ternational banks.85 A light rail train connecting 
the new capital to Cairo’s eastern satellite cities 
cost $1.2 billion, financed by a loan to NAT from 
the Chinese state-owned Export Import Bank of 
China.86 And while it cannot be added directly 
to the new-capital-expenditures ledger, a third 
major project—a high-speed electric train link-
ing the Red Sea to the Mediterranean at an es-
timated cost of $4.5 billion, financed by more 
loans taken on by NAT87—will pass through the 
new capital and the “new summer capital” in 
New Alamein on Egypt’s Mediterranean coast. 
By 2022, this once small government authority, 
established in 1983 to build the metro system in 
Cairo, became “the largest project owner in the 
Middle East,” with most of its project financing 
from loans.88

NUCA and NAT are just two of the dozens of 
economic authorities that command special 
budgets—again, officially “self-sufficient.”89 But 
in fact, they are very much funded by state re-
sources, whether through public land alloca-
tions, direct budget allocations, or government-
guaranteed loans. 

Moreover, as even members of the pro-regime 
parliament have complained, the losses incurred 
by these economic authorities have cost the 
treasury several billion pounds.90 Much of this is 
attributed to over-borrowing and an inability to 
repay loans. Losses have dramatically increased 

over the past few years, from 86.3 billion EGP 
in FY2018/19 to a projected 169.7 billion EGP 
in FY2022/23. The FY2022/23 draft budget 
has these bodies (including NUCA and NAT) 
financing their investments with a total of 251 
billion EGP in debt for this fiscal year alone.91 
While this debt is not counted in the general 
budget, the state ultimately carries the risk.92 

Public Sector Companies

Other ministry affiliates, such as state-owned 
enterprises, are also taking on hefty loans for 
new capital works. The EEHC borrowed some 
$7 billion (guaranteed by the Ministry of Fi-
nance) from more than a dozen international 
and local banks to build three of the world’s 
largest combined cycle power plants.93 Around 
a third of this amount (approximately $2.34 bil-
lion) went toward the new capital power plant, 
built to supply the new city with electricity. 

To provide transportation within the new capi-
tal, it is also a Ministry of Transportation affili-
ate—not the ACUD—taking on loans. The min-
istry’s Arab Union for Land Transportation and 
Tourism bus company (also known as SuperJet) 
borrowed eight hundred million EGP ($42.7 
million) from the state-owned Banque Misr, 
guaranteed by the Ministry of Finance, to fund 
the first phase of bus transportation within the 
NAC and the construction of a garage.94 

On the surface, the choice of SuperJet as an 
NAC transportation provider seems strange for 
what is meant to be a sleek, smart city. SuperJet 
is widely acknowledged to be inferior to many 
of the private sector bus companies operating 

[A]s even members of the 
pro-regime parliament have 

complained, the losses incurred 
by these economic authorities 
have cost the treasury several 

bil l ion pounds.

“ “
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in Egypt, and its economic losses amounted 
to around 31 million EGP in 2020 and 2021.95 
But the terms of the company’s contract with 
the ACUD shed light on the deal’s value. Not 
only is SuperJet paying for the project (through 
debt financing), but the contract also stipulates 
that the ACUD will take a full 70 percent of the 
revenues, according to General Adel al-Zamiti, 
chairman of the Services Sector in the ACUD.96 

The deal makes no economic sense for the state-
owned company, but—as is a recurring trend—
the ACUD will profit without spending a dime. 
The contract is yet another instance of transfer-
ring state resources to the military-controlled 
body while the state bears the risks. (Inciden-
tally, the heads of all parties involved—Super-
Jet, the Ministry of Transportation, and the 
ACUD—were all military generals at the time 
the deal was inked.)97

This list of debt taken on by government entities 
for the sake of new capital projects is far from 
exhaustive. Many, if not most, of the financing 
agreements that are making the new capital pos-

sible are shrouded in secrecy. (Who, for exam-
ple, is paying for the NAC’s Olympic City, which 
the regime hopes will host the 2036 Summer 
Olympics?) But the examples above—of several 
billions of dollars of debt and budget spending 
that are financing the NAC—are enough to con-
tradict the regime’s claims that the public coffers 
are not being burdened for the sake of al-Sisi’s 
most prized megaproject. 

Future generations of Egyptians will be forced 
to repay these debts for decades to come. The 
percentage of government budget spending al-
located to debt servicing has increased sharply 
since the start of al-Sisi’s presidency in 2014, 
and it is expected to rise further in the coming 
years as major loans become due. In the past 
fiscal year (FY21/22), nearly 48 percent of total 
government expenditures were allocated to loan 
repayments, while the draft budget for the cur-
rent fiscal year (FY22/23) has a full 54 percent 
of total government expenditures earmarked for 
servicing debt. By comparison, total debt servic-
ing in FY13/14 accounted for 33 percent of total 
expenditures.98 Meanwhile, money allocated for 

The Egyptian regime hopes to host the 2036 Summer Olympics in the NAC’s Olympic City, shown under construction in the above 
undated photo. Photo: Concord for Engineering and Contracting
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consumer subsidies, grants, and social support 
has been slashed from 25 percent of spending in 
FY13/14 to just 11.6 percent in FY22/23.99

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS 
AND THEIR CUSTOMERS

The claim that the ACUD is paying for the 
new capital solely with profits from land sold 
to investors is clearly untrue—as shown above 
in the details of ample government spending. 
However, hundreds of real estate developers are 
purchasing plots/investing in some sections of 
the city—namely in the R7 and R8 residential 
districts and the Investors’ Area.

The role of real estate developers is to buy the 
land, secure project financing, oversee design 
and construction, and sell the properties. In the 
case of the new capital, most developers buy 
land from the ACUD with down payments of 
10-20 percent and installments over three to 
four years.100 In turn, they finance much of their 
building activity through loans and payments 
from customers—individual homebuyers, or 
more often, speculative real estate investors. 

This problematic arrangement will be discussed 
further in a later section. For now, suffice it to say 
that private sector developers are financing some 
of the new capital project, but a minor fraction 
compared to overall government spending. 

SUBSIDIZED LOANS FROM  
STATE-OWNED BANKS 

These developers, homebuyers, and specula-
tors—as well as contractors building large sec-
tions of the NAC—are, in turn, increasingly fi-
nancing their spending with debt. Many of the 
new capital loans are either provided by state-
owned banks or subsidized by the Central 
Bank of Egypt—in effect increasing the state’s 
share in the risk of project failure, and surrepti-
tiously channeling more state resources to the 
new capital. 

By June 2021, the NBE (Egypt’s largest state-
owned bank) alone had financed real estate de-

velopers with 9 billion EGP ($574 million) for 
their NAC projects.101 Real estate giant Talaat 
Moustafa Group (TMG) borrowed 1.3 billion 
EGP on favorable terms from a consortium of 
mostly state-owned banks to finance the larg-
est private sector residential compound in 
the NAC, Celia.102 And the state-owned Saudi 
Egyptian Developers took out at least 1.5 bil-
lion EGP in loans from state-owned banks for 
its NAC compound, Bleu Vert.103 

This trend of increased debt financing is also 
evident at the countrywide level. Developers 
falling in the category of Egypt’s “one hundred 
largest borrowers” (in any sector) had out-
standing loans of more than 48.22 billion EGP 
($3.1 billion) as of June 2021, up from 30.91 bil-
lion EGP ($1.9 billion) the year before.104 

The recent uptick in loans to developers has 
been facilitated by a package of policy chang-
es and government initiatives. A 2021 CBE 
amendment allowed banks to finance land 
installments for real estate companies that al-
ready had credit facilities.105 This decision has 
increased the risk of default for companies that 
overborrow (in turn, increasing risks for the 
mostly state-owned banks that are lending). 
But the amendment also benefited the ACUD, 
which could collect money from land sales 
more quickly—whether or not the real estate 
projects ever come to fruition or the develop-
ers ever pay back their loans. 

Many of the new capital loans 
are either provided by state-

owned banks or subsidized by 
the Central Bank of Egypt—in 
effect increasing the state’s 
share in the risk of project 
failure, and surreptitiously 

channeling more state resources 
to the new capital. 
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Earlier, two initiatives by the Central Bank to-
taling one hundred billion EGP ($6.4 billion) 
also allocated state resources for the benefit of 
real estate developers. The first 50 billion EGP 
package, in April 2019, helped improve devel-
opers’ liquidity by allowing banks to take on 
the debts (installments) owed by customers. 
The arrangement freed up cash for developers 
so they could continue their projects while, 
again, transferring more risk of customer de-
fault onto the banks.106 The second, launched 
in December 2019, was the Central Bank’s 
mortgage financing initiative, which offered 
upper-middle income earners favorable pay-
ment plans. The program subsidized inter-
est rates down to 8 percent (compared to the 
prevailing lending rate of 13.25 percent), with 
repayment over 25 years.107 

While the mortgages helped prospective 
buyers, they also boosted sales for developers. 
Most of the subsidized loans were allocated not 
directly to individuals, but to select real estate 
companies developing the new capital and al-
Sisi’s other new cities, which then offered them 
to customers. For example, City Edge Devel-
opments, majority owned by NUCA, secured 
more than 1.5 billion EGP of the subsidized 
loans for customers wishing to buy in NUCA’s 
new capital residential districts.108 

The construction sector’s share of bank loans 
has also spiked in recent years with the help 
of Central Bank subsidies. Egypt’s largest 
contractors and construction companies bor-
rowed more than companies from any other 
sector in the 2020/21 fiscal year. Their debt ac-
counted for 22 percent—or 111.7 billion EGP 
($7.14 billion) of the total 507.6 billion EGP 
($32.46 billion)—of loans taken on by the larg-
est one hundred borrowers in Egypt.109 

Some of this hefty borrowing was facilitated 
by a third Central Bank initiative—a one hun-
dred billion EGP ($6.13 billion) COVID-19 
stimulus package launched in March 2020—
which provided subsidized loans of 8 percent, 
compared to the lending rate of 10.25 percent, 
to select companies.110 The initiative was origi-
nally intended to support the industrial sector, 
but contractors successfully lobbied for their 

inclusion a few months later. The NBE pro-
vided most of this subsidized financing (85.5 
billion EGP as of August 2022), with 16.2 bil-
lion EGP allocated to contractors.111

Most of the construction sector’s loans are 
financing state-commissioned projects, with 
several billion pounds earmarked for projects 
in the new capital. For example, Samcrete 
Construction received a 3.1 billion EGP loan 
from a consortium of state-owned banks in 
August 2019 to finance its work for NUCA on 
the R5 residential district.112 El Marasem (a 
subsidiary of Saudi Binladin Group) borrowed 
2.1 billion EGP in July 2020 from a consortium 
of banks led by the state-owned Banque Misr 
for projects in the R5 district and the Green 
River.113 And Gama Construction, which is 
building several major projects in the NAC, 
borrowed 350 million EGP from the state-
owned Suez Canal Bank under the CBE subsi-
dized loan initiative in October 2021.114 

The front doors of the Central Bank of Egypt. Photo: Muhammad 
Mansour/Flickr
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Again, the substantial sums spent on subsi-
dizing many of these loans should be under-
stood as government spending on the new 
capital. The lack of transparency in how these 
state-subsidized loans were allocated (often 
to regime-connected firms), together with the 
distortions they were causing in lending rates 
for others, prompted the IMF to demand these 
subsidized lending schemes be canceled as a 
precondition for the latest loan package an-
nounced in December. Any subsidized loans 
going forward would have to be recorded in 
the public budget under the Ministry of Hous-

ing’s expenditures to reflect the true cost to 
public finances.

Finally, in several instances, private sector 
companies have been forced to pay state-com-
missioned project costs up front and take out 
large loans to cover the expenses. But this ar-
rangement is essentially just pushing govern-
ment debt onto the private companies’ books 
temporarily, as the loans are often guaranteed 
by the Ministry of Finance or repaid with funds 
from the public coffers once the company re-
ceives payment.

LOANS SUBSIDIZED 
BY CENTRAL BANK

PUBLIC 
BUDGET

PUBLIC 
LAND

LOANS GUARANTEED 
BY GOVERNMENT

BANKS
MINISTRIES NUCA NAT

PUBLIC SECTOR 
CONTRACTORS

PUBLIC SECTOR 
CONTRACTORS

AFLPA

NSPOEAAF

ACUD

NAC PROJECTS

PRIVATE SECTOR 
CONTRACTORS

PRIVATE SECTOR 
CONTRACTORS

REAL ESTATE 
DEVELOPERS 
& INVESTORS

PUBLIC RESOURCES
GOVERNMENT ENTITIES
MILITARY BODIES
PRIVATE SECTOR ACTORS

FLOW OF RESOURCES   (Note the unidirectional flow away from the public to the military)

POTENTIAL PROFITS THAT MAY NOT BE REALIZED

FIGURE 7.  SUMMARY OF PUBLIC RESOURCES FLOWING TO NAC AND ITS MILITARY MANAGERS
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IV. WHO’S BUILDING THE NAC, AND WHO’S PROFITING? 

As explained earlier, after the Emirati and 
the Chinese governments abandoned 
the new capital project, the military-led 

ACUD was left alone to figure out how to under-
take the monumental task. This was a major shift 
from the original plan—which had a single Emi-
rati real estate tycoon at the helm and assumed 
100 percent external financing—and the backup 
plan, which relied on China’s deep pockets and 
keenness to expand its Belt and Road Initiative. 

Responsibility for developing the new capital is 
now divided between the ACUD’s two owners, 
NUCA and the Ministry of Defense. While the 
new capital projects draw heavily on resources 
from the former, representatives of the latter—
mostly retired military generals—are really the 
ones in control of the ACUD and its assets. 

This division of labor means that those build-
ing the new capital are not always the same as 

those profiting. In other words, while the civil-
ian NUCA is pouring billions of dollars into the 
project, its military co-developer is typically on 
the receiving end of payments (predominantly in 
the form of managerial fees and proceeds from 
land sales). Moreover, while the private sector 
construction companies—many of them now 
important clients of the regime—have enjoyed 
ample returns, the public sector companies 
record low profit margins, in effect subsidizing 
the project by undercharging the military. 

As noted above, NUCA is developing and fi-
nancing the Central Business District, the 
Green River, two residential districts (R3 and 
R5), and most of the roads and utilities through-
out the new capital, including water, electricity, 
and sewage. This work has required enormous 
spending by the civilian government author-
ity—money it draws from its expanding budget 
and growing debt. 
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Meanwhile, the Ministry of Defense’s EAAF is in 
charge of supervising construction of the Gov-
ernment District, Diplomatic District, Knowl-
edge City, Arts and Culture City, Sports City, 
Olympic City, the remaining roads and utilities 
not completed by NUCA, and four residential 
districts (R1, R2, R4 and R6). Unlike the civilian 
NUCA, the Engineering Authority is paid for its 
work supervising projects in the NAC (through 
managerial fees), while the financing typically 
comes from elsewhere—often from ministries, 
as is the case for the Knowledge City (funded by 
the Ministry of Communications), Sports City 
(funded by the Ministry of Youth and Sports) 
and Government District (which the govern-
ment will finance in installments). 

The main developers, NUCA and the EAAF, 
then subcontract to dozens of contractors and 
construction companies to do the actual build-
ing of the new capital’s various districts. They 
award projects directly—without competitive 
tendering—with little to no transparency, and 
often to long-time partners of the military. 
Many of these contractors and construction 
companies have subsidiaries to provide build-
ing supplies, or they otherwise purchase from 
supply companies that have long-standing ties 
to the military or from the military itself (most 
notably for cement and steel). 

Smaller real estate developers, public sector 
companies, and an obscure authority led by 
retired military generals under the Ministry of 
Housing—the General Authority of Construc-
tion and Housing Cooperatives—are buying 
land from the ACUD and building most of the 

R7 and R8 residential districts and the neigh-
boring Investors’ Area. 

Finally, foreign companies have received multi-
million-dollar contracts, mostly for technology 
and services in the NAC.

1. THE MILITARY

The ACUD and EAAF

The number one beneficiary of the new capi-
tal project is undoubtedly the military-led 
ACUD. According to Abdeen, the company’s 
returns had reached around three hundred bil-
lion EGP ($19 billion) by March 2022.115 That 
same month al-Sisi said the ACUD controlled 
one hundred billion EGP ($6.35 billion) worth 
of liquid assets, with a total of 3-4 trillion EGP 
($190.5–253 billion) in assets under its man-
agement.116 While these numbers (especially 
al-Sisi’s estimation of the asset value under 
ACUD management) should be taken with a 
grain of salt, the ACUD has undoubtedly col-
lected billions of dollars from NAC projects. 
This money is deposited in the company’s pri-
vate bank account, free from any independent 
oversight.

More specifically, generals operating at the 
highest ranks of the ACUD’s military owners—
the NSPO and AFLPA—and the chief overseer 
of projects, the EAAF, are enjoying handsome 
cuts of nearly all of the projects being imple-
mented in the new capital, while carrying very 
little of the risk. These profits come primarily 
in the form of revenue from land sales for the 
ACUD and management fees for the EAAF. As 
noted above, the ACUD will enjoy additional 
injections of $212 million annually for at least 
the next 13 years from the public coffers as 
“rent” for use of the new Government District. 

The ACUD also enjoys a substantial share of 
revenues from companies subcontracted to 
provide services in the new capital. These ar-
rangements inflate the cost of services—much 
of which will be borne by the civilian govern-
ment. For example, in addition to pocketing 
70 percent of revenues from the state-owned 

[NUCA and EAAF] award 
projects directly—without 

competitive tendering—with 
little to no transparency, and 
often to long-time partners of 

the military.
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SuperJet bus company, as mentioned above, 
the ACUD has negotiated several favorable 
international contracts. A 15-year contract 
with the Emirati Bee’ah company for waste 
management sends 40 percent of revenues 
from the company’s recycling activities to the 
ACUD. And a 10-year contract with an Emir-
ati-Jordanian advertising company to prepare 
and operate ads throughout the NAC (pending 
approval by the ACUD’s generals, of course) 
gives the military-led company 50–60 percent 
of revenues.117 

The ACUD’s plans to launch subsidiary com-
panies will add more tentacles to the military’s 
parasitic patronage networks. In August 2021, 
the company announced plans for its stock 
market debut with Egypt’s largest ever initial 
public offering (IPO).118 But when it became 
clear to the military leaders that the company 
could not both maintain secrecy surrounding 
its budget and be listed on the stock exchange, 
a new scheme was hatched. The ACUD would 
instead establish itself as a holding company 

with subsidiaries operating in construction, 
real estate, and utilities (namely water, gas 
and electricity).119 These subsidiaries—not 
the holding company—will be offered on the 
stock exchange, allowing the ACUD to keep 
its books closed while also raising capital.120 

This arrangement increases opportunities for 
the military-led company to capture rents 
from the private companies and public enti-
ties operating in the NAC. The new ACUD 
subsidiaries—each providing additional sine-
cures for retired military generals—will act 
as little more than middlemen, contracting 
international and local companies to do the 
actual work of constructing or developing new 
projects, or maintaining and building new 
utility networks, while sending more “mana-
gerial fees” to the military-led companies. 
Government bodies operating services in the 
NAC will also be forced to send a share of their 
revenues to the ACUD subsidiaries for their 
“management” work, again siphoning more 
resources from the state coffers.

President al-Sisi meets with the EAAF’s leading generals to discuss design options for the NAC’s $45 million Grand Egypt Mosque, 
which can hold more than one thousand worshipers, September18, 2021. Photo: ACUD/Facebook
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The National Service Projects Organization 
(NSPO) 

In addition to benefiting financially from its role 
as a co-owner of the ACUD, the NSPO has prof-
ited from massive sales of steel and cement—the 
most important raw materials needed to con-
struct the new capital. It has made significant 
incursions into both sectors in recent years by 
taking over formerly private companies and es-
tablishing new ones.121 As Yezid Sayigh, a lead-
ing expert on Egypt’s military economy, notes, 
these investments are “only feasible so long as 
[the NSPO] is guaranteed a return thanks to the 
massive demand generated by megaprojects.”122 
And indeed, according to a purchasing manager 
working for one of the main NAC contractors, 
the NSPO is the company’s exclusive cement 
supplier for all of its new capital projects.123

The Arab Organization for Industrialization 
(AOI) 

The Arab Organization for Industrialization—a 
main arm of Egypt’s state-owned defense in-

dustry and led by military generals—has also 
been awarded profitable NAC contracts.124 It is 
enjoying part of the Ministry of Communica-
tions’ multibillion-pound spending on the new 
capital’s Knowledge City—tapped to imple-
ment, manage and operate the “smart system 
infrastructure” there alongside international 
technology giants Siemens, Cisco, and Dell. The 
AOI is also leading an alliance to provide “smart 
transportation networks” inside the NAC (and 
in other new “smart cities”);125 has built solar 
power stations for several NAC government 
buildings;126 has manufactured food trucks for 
the NAC as part of an initiative to boost youth 
employment, paid for by the president’s Tahya 
Misr (Long Live Egypt) Fund and the state-
owned Misr for Entrepreneurship Company;127 
and was awarded (via direct order from al-Sisi) 
an exclusive contract to manufacture and install 
the furniture for the parliament, cabinet build-
ing, and 34 ministries (among other spaces) in 
the Government District. The AOI subcontract-
ed private sector companies to help provide the 
massive order, taking a cut of their profits along 
the way.128 

The NSPO’s $1.1 billion cement plant south of Cairo in Beni Suef (completed 2018) is the country’s largest. Private sector players 
in the cement industry have complained of unfair competition and blamed the NSPO for flooding the market with surplus cement.  
Photo: National Company for Cement
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Additionally, the AOI has secured special agree-
ments with major private sector companies 
building the NAC to sell them equipment and 
supplies produced by AOI factories.129 As Sayigh 
suggests, this has been part of a concerted strat-
egy on the part of the AOI and the broader de-
fense industry—a quid pro quo of contracts for 
contracts.130

The Ministry of Military Production (MOMP)

The Ministry of Military Production has simi-
larly “won” lucrative new capital contracts from 
the ACUD, most notably to supply and install 
3,754 elevators,131 solar panels and water tanks 
on 65 government buildings,132 pipes for drink-
ing water from the Gulf of Suez line, and pumps 
to bring water from the water station in another 
of Cairo’s satellite cities.133 Again, most if not all 
of these projects will ultimately be paid for by 
the public coffers—whether in the form of the 
rent paid by government ministries and other 
state offices that are relocating to the Govern-
ment District, or from Ministry of Housing af-
filiates tasked with providing water to the new 
city.

2. EGYPTIAN PRIVATE SECTOR 
CONTRACTORS AND CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANIES

Private sector contractors and construction 
companies are the second main set of ben-
eficiaries of the new capital project, with NAC 
contracts awarded to regime-connected firms 
through non-competitive, non-transparent pro-
cesses.

The largest companies enjoy contracts worth 
millions (sometimes billions) of dollars, trans-
lating to considerable profits. In some cases, 
even if returns as a percentage are modest, the 
sheer size of the contracts can mean impres-
sive gains. In other cases, companies may agree 
to low payments on a project or two with the 
expectation that the net value of the megaproj-
ects will yield a profit—whether through future 
attractive contracts from the state, the transfer 
of state assets (such as land, subsidized loans, 
subsidized energy, or tax breaks), or contracts 

abroad facilitated by the regime.134 The amount 
of money floating around the construction 
sector cannot be overemphasized. In 2021, 
Egypt had ongoing construction projects worth 
nearly $109 billion—most of this in or related to 
the new capital—making it the largest spender 
in the sector in all of Africa for several years 
running.135 

The handful of companies doing the bulk of 
the NAC construction are the country’s big-
gest and best-established—likely chosen for 
their superior skills and decades of experience 
in implementing large-scale projects. With the 
dozens of less established and smaller firms, 
cronyism is commonly at play in determining 
who gets contracts. Select mid-sized compa-
nies, often owned by retired military generals, 
have grown into construction giants at rapid 
speed under the al-Sisi regime thanks to their 
massive contracts for the NAC and other mega-
projects.136 Finally, several of the smaller private 
sector companies building the new capital are 
long-time military subcontractors, often led by 
retired military generals or intelligence officers, 
and are enjoying a piece of the pie as part of the 
regime’s patronage networks. 

Regardless of company size, members of the se-
curity apparatus are deeply integrated into these 
profit circles, whether as shareholders, supervi-
sors, suppliers, or contract brokers/middlemen. 

The following section examines the main Egyp-
tian construction companies building, and prof-
iting from, the new capital. Efforts have been 
made to be as comprehensive as possible, with 

Regardless of company size, 
members of the security 

apparatus are deeply integrated 
into these profit circles, 
whether as shareholders, 
supervisors, suppliers, or 

contract brokers/middlemen. 
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information gathered from interviews, financial 
statements, corporate publications, and Arabic 
news and business articles. This report marks 
the first time a detailing of the main recipients of 
the state’s multibillion-dollar NAC spending has 
been published. For more detailed information 
on each company’s NAC clients, projects, and, 
when available, contract values, see Appendix I.

Egyptian Construction and Contracting Giants

Orascom Construction—the massive private 
sector company (est. 1950) majority owned by 
the Sawiris family, Egypt’s richest—has a rela-
tionship of convenience with the regime. While 
Orascom executives quietly complain that the 
state (in oblique reference to the military, one of 
their top clients) doesn’t always make payments 
on time, the company also enjoys extremely 
profitable contracts for al-Sisi’s megaprojects 
across the country. 

Since al-Sisi came to power, the Egyptian gov-
ernment has become Orascom Construction’s 
main client, accounting for 56.8 percent of the 
company’s revenues in 2021, up from 32.7 per-
cent in 2016.137 Orascom has also served as the 
Egyptian government’s largest private sector 
partner for the regime’s megaprojects.138 This 
has been accompanied by a spike in gross profits 
for the company from $192.1 million to $346.4 
million over the same period.139

Orascom is the single largest builder of the new 
capital. The company has been subcontracted 
by the EAAF and civilian state entities to build 
massive projects worth several billion dollars 
in the NAC. Orascom Construction subsidiar-
ies have also supplied steel and aluminum for 
other large new capital projects. And another 
company in the Orascom family, Red Sea Con-
struction—the in-house construction arm of 
Orascom Hotels and Development—built more 
new capital projects, including several minis-
tries, for the EAAF.140 

Hassan Allam Holding (HAH)—one of Egypt’s 
largest and oldest construction, engineering, 
utilities, and building materials companies (est. 
1936), majority owned by the Hassan Allam 
family—has been awarded dozens of massive 

new capital contracts, totaling 20 billion EGP 
($1.27 billion) as early as May 2020 and grow-
ing.141 As with Orascom, the state (particularly 
the military) has become the company’s number 
one client under al-Sisi’s regime. The Allam fam-
ily’s construction arm, Hassan Allam Construc-
tion, doubled in size during the first two years 
of al-Sisi’s tenure thanks to contracts for major 
infrastructure works across the country.142 

The sizable growth of HAH—through projects 
predominantly financed by the public coffers—
has also benefited the company’s co-owner, the 
World Bank’s International Finance Corpora-
tion (IFC). Since late 2016, the for-profit corpo-
ration has been a partner in HAH after investing 
$20 million in the company to “help unlock the 
country’s economic potential.”143 

Elsewedy Electric—Egypt’s electrical supplies 
and construction giant (est. 1938), major-
ity owned by the Elsewedy brothers—has been 
another central player during al-Sisi’s rule. The 
company’s finances reflect its outsized role in 
the president’s national ventures, with gross 
profits soaring to 13.93 billion EGP in 2021 up 
from 3.31 billion EGP in 2015.144 And unlike 
some companies that have begun to feel the 
pain of Egypt’s worsening economic conditions, 
Elsewedy continues to record growing profits, 
with the first half of 2022 bringing in 39.4 per-
cent more in gross profit compared to the same 
period the year before.145 

In the new capital, Elsewedy Electric has im-
plemented major electricity works worth bil-
lions of pounds for state clients (both military 
and civilian), while its sister company, Egyp-
tian Manufacturing and Advanced Systems 
(EMAS), was awarded contracts to supply 
electricity equipment for several NAC proj-
ects.146 Elsewedy’s construction subsidiary, 

Orascom is the single largest 
builder of the new capital.“
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Rowad Modern Engineering (RME), has also 
been tapped to build large sections of the 
NAC. RME has grown exponentially in recent 
years thanks to projects commissioned by the 
state, which account for some 60 percent of 
its contracts,147 facilitated by its connections 
to regime insiders. RME is chaired and co-
owned by Mohamed Mahlab, son of Ibrahim 
Mahlab—a top ruling party official during the 
regime of President Hosni Mubarak, then al-
Sisi’s prime minister in 2014–2015, and now 
al-Sisi’s adviser for national projects.148

Private Sector Companies that Grew from 
Medium to Large under al-Sisi 

Concord for Engineering and Contracting (est. 
1989) was relatively unknown until al-Sisi took 
power and tapped the company to implement 
several of his megaprojects. Now Concord is 
working alongside Egypt’s construction giants 
on multibillion-dollar infrastructure projects 
across the country and abroad—most notably 
the $1.2 billion light rail transit system, Cairo’s 
$4.4 billion fourth metro line, the $1.2 billion 

tunnels under the Suez Canal, and a mega-dam 
in Tanzania.149 

Inside the new capital, Concord is executing 
projects worth several billion pounds, mostly for 
the EAAF.150 The company’s social capital offers 
clues to explain its dramatic ascent under the al-
Sisi regime. For example, former police generals 
head Concord’s “public relations” division, and 
the current CEO, Mohammed al-Shimi, was 
previously chairman of the state-owned Petro-
jet and Ganoub el Wadi Holding Company—the 
former with close ties to the military, and the 
latter reportedly a front for the General Intel-
ligence Service (GIS).151

Similarly, Redcon Construction, established in 
1993 by Admiral Mohamed Safwat al-Gamaal, 
has seen contract values soar under the al-Sisi 
regime.152 By 2018, the company enjoyed con-
tracts worth 22 billion EGP ($1.23 billion)—half 
of that in the new capital—compared to around 
five hundred million EGP in 2015.153 By 2020, 
this once mid-sized company reported earnings 
of 5 billion EGP ($318 million), nearly rivaling 

Concord for Engineering and Contracting constructs a utility tunnel in the NAC in this undated photo. Photo: Concord for Engineering 
and Contracting
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that of the massive Orascom Construction.154 
The company’s current chairman, Tarek al-
Gammal (the admiral’s son), was appointed to 
the original board of the ACUD as an “expert” 
representative and has since been heavily in-
volved in NAC construction.155 

Gama Construction (est. 1994)—a subsidiary of 
Triangle Group, which was founded by retired 
Air Force officer General Abdel Minam Tawil—
has also seen its contract values spike since 
al-Sisi took power. The size of Gama’s project 
portfolio increased by 90 percent between 2016 
and 2017 alone.156 Triangle Group, which is now 
led by General Tawil’s sons, owns companies 
operating in the energy, defense, and construc-
tion sectors, and is a longtime supplier of for-
eign defense equipment to the military.157 The 
EAAF has been Gama’s largest client in the new 
capital, subcontracting Gama to build several 
multibillion-pound projects.

SIAC Construction—established in 1986 by 
a former high-ranking engineer at the state-
owned Arab Contractors and now led by his 
son—has enjoyed new capital contracts reach-

ing an estimated 20 billion EGP ($1.27 billion) 
by the end of 2022, with most of those contracts 
granted by the EAAF.158 

Finally, Samcrete, founded in 1963 by promi-
nent Mubarak-era businessman Sami Saad, has 
built six ministries in the NAC’s Government 
District and large sections of the R5 residential 
district.159 Like many connected contractors and 
developers of the Mubarak period, Saad also en-
joyed underpriced land contracts and insider 
deals that made him and his partners in the 
government rich.160 His company is now firmly 
integrated into the al-Sisi regime’s patronage 
networks. Alongside Samcrete’s NAC contracts, 
the company—now led by Saad’s son, Karim 
Sami Saad—has also entered into joint ventures 
with the military for several other megaproj-
ects.161

Smaller Companies

Many of the smaller contractors and construc-
tion companies building the new capital are led 
by regime clients, often affiliated to the military 
or General Intelligence (mukhabarat). Wadi el 

Samcrete Engineers and Contractors, a subsidiary of Samcrete Holding, constructs the Banque du Caire headquarters, pictured above 
in an undated photo, in the NAC. Photo: Samcrete Engineers and Contractors
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Nil for Contracting and Real Estate—owned by 
the GIS and vice chaired by a military general—
has won several projects in the NAC worth at 
least two billion EGP.162 A top official in the 
company estimated in 2019 that the company’s 
project portfolio increased by 40–50 percent 
in recent years owing to contracts for national 
projects, including the NAC.163 

El Agyal for Contracting and Trade, whose 
general manager is a military general, also built 
several projects in the NAC, all through subcon-
tracts from the EAAF. Outside of the new capi-
tal, the company has built projects for al-Sisi’s 
Haya Karima (Decent Life) rural development 
initiative, as well as several buildings and infra-
structure projects for various authorities under 
the armed forces.164 

Abnaa Sinai, which predominantly executes 
regime projects in the Sinai Peninsula and Gaza, 
has also been tapped to build sections of the new 
capital. Most notably, the company is building at 
least 293 upscale townhouses in Mansoura 6—
the main residential compound for intelligence 
officers, located just north of the sprawling Gen-
eral Intelligence administrative compound.165 

The case of Abnaa Sinai is a prime example of 
how the regime integrates clients into its net-
works to subdue dissent—using incentives fi-
nanced by the state coffers. The company was 
founded by a North Sinai tribal leader and 
former enemy of the state, Ibrahim al-Organi. 
Egyptian security forces killed al-Organi’s 
brother in 2008, and subsequently arrested and 
tortured Ibrahim. After reaching an agreement 
with the military, al-Organi became chairman of 
Misr Sinai for Investments—owned 51 percent 
by the EAF and 49 percent by businessmen in 
North Sinai—with factories working in glass, 
cement, and marble.166 

Alongside pursuing joint business ventures, 
al-Organi partnered with the military in the al-
Sisi regime’s “anti-terrorist” campaign in North 
Sinai. In 2015, he established the Union of Sinai 
Tribes, which was armed by the state and col-
laborated with the security forces to combat 
insurgents. Since then, al-Organi’s business 
empire has expanded with several subsidiaries 

under his holding company, Organi Group, in-
cluding Abnaa Sinai and other companies oper-
ating in import/export, security, transportation, 
cement, and real estate. 

Reinforcing the idea of the new capital as a mi-
crocosm of the larger political economy under 
al-Sisi is that fact that many of these companies 
that are building the NAC are also building al-
Sisi’s other megaprojects—most notably the 
48 thousand-feddan “new summer capital” on 
the north coast, New Alamein; projects in the 
military-controlled Suez Canal Economic Zone; 
infrastructure projects under the Haya Karima 
initiative; and the major road and transporta-
tion projects across the country. Again, this has 
translated to billions of pounds’ worth of con-
tracts for the implementing companies. 

Meanwhile, enrollment of these private sector 
companies has benefited the regime on several 
fronts. The regime (1) gets its projects built 
quickly, (2) enhances its symbiotic relationship 
with powerful economic actors, and (3) can 
point to these partnerships as an example of 
“robust private sector activity” in response to 
international actors complaining of too much 
state (specifically military) involvement in the 
economy. At the same time, clients in the secu-
rity apparatus are kept happy as military super-
visors receive a cut of nearly all of the projects 
implemented by the private sector actors; mili-
tary men and their families own and run major 
“private sector” companies implementing the 
projects; and military-controlled companies 

Reinforcing the idea of the 
new capital as a microcosm of 
the larger political economy 

under al-Sisi is that fact that 
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enjoy large contracts to provide construction 
equipment and supplies to the contractors. 

3. PUBLIC SECTOR COMPANIES

Major state-owned enterprises are working 
alongside these private sector actors in the NAC. 
The Arab Contractors is the main public sector 
company building the new capital, charged with 
implementing NAC projects worth 20 billion 
EGP by 2021.167 Its most notable works have 
been those subcontracted by EAAF, but NUCA 
and NAT have also hired the firm for several 
multibillion-dollar projects.

Unlike some of the private sector companies 
that have seen profits soar under al-Sisi thanks 
to their participation in the NAC and other 
megaprojects, the Arab Contractors has enjoyed 
more anemic gains. As the company’s former 
Chairman Mohsen Salah explained, the compa-
ny is “keen to carry out its business with a very 
small profit margin” in service of the regime’s 
national projects.168 The Arab Contractors took 
in annual net profits of only 532 to 635 million 
EGP between FY2016/17 and FY2020/21 de-
spite completed contracts ranging from 20.2 to 
28.6 billion EGP each year. In other words, net 
profits represented around 2.2 percent of the 
contract values,169 compared to around 4.5 per-
cent in FY2011/12.170 

This relatively small profit margin suggests the 
state-owned company is charging low rates for 
its government and military clients—in effect, 
subsidizing the projects with state resources. 

Other state-owned companies have also built 
several sections of the NAC at reduced prices. 
The Holding Company for Construction and 
Development (under the Ministry of Public 
Business Sector) was tapped by the ACUD to 
implement infrastructure projects totaling 5 bil-
lion EGP ($563 million) early on in the project.171 
And Petrojet (under the Ministry of Petroleum 
and Mineral Resources) built at least seven 
major projects in the new capital—only two of 
which fell firmly in the domain of the petroleum 
services company. Under the al-Sisi regime, 
Petrojet has taken on major jobs outside of its 

traditional repertoire owing to its close ties to 
the Ministry of Defense—despite “lack[ing] the 
labor and relevant expertise,” as Sayigh notes.172 

4. EGYPTIAN REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS

According to former ACUD Chairman Abdeen, 
more than four hundred real estate develop-
ment companies are building in the new capi-
tal—most in the R7 and R8 residential districts, 
the Investors’ Area, and in “mixed use areas” 
(comprising more malls and office buildings) 
that lie alongside and between the residential 
districts.173 

Some of these developers have longstanding 
ties to the regime, but many others are pop-up 
companies with no record of previous work and 
opaque ownership and financing. This latter 
group often overlaps with the first, with sev-
eral of the unknown companies likely owned by 
members of the security apparatus.

For the most part, Egypt’s largest real estate 
development firms have ducked the regime’s 
efforts to pressure them into investing in the 
new capital. According to current ACUD head 
Khaled Abbas, this trend will change in the 
second phase of the project, which will be the 
“phase of the big developers.”174 But no concrete 
deals have been signed to date, and judging by 
the state of the first phase, an outpouring of in-
vestments by top developers is unlikely. This lack 
of interest from most of the big real estate com-
panies meant the ACUD had to divvy up much 

This relatively small profit 
margin suggests the state-
owned company is charging 
low rates for its government 

and military clients—in effect, 
subsidizing the projects with 

state resources.
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of the land in R7, R8, and the Investors’ Area into 
smaller plots, typically between 10 and 40 fed-
dans, and sell them mostly to smaller companies 
(hence the four hundred-plus developers).

There are, however, major exceptions. A hand-
ful of private sector firms have agreed to build 
much larger sections in these parts of the NAC—
forming new partnerships with the regime or 
consolidating old ones. The following section 
describes the roles played by these developers.

Talaat Moustafa Group (TMG)

The most glaring case of patron-client rela-
tions at work in the new capital, and thus one 
worth discussing in some detail, can be seen in 
the regime’s partnership with Hisham Talaat 
Moustafa, CEO of Egypt’s largest real estate de-
veloper, TMG Holding. Moustafa—a one-time 
favorite of the Mubarak regime and ruling party 
member of parliament who shared financial in-
terests with the president’s son, Gamal—is de-
veloping one of the largest plots of land in the 
new capital. 

In June 2017, al-Sisi pardoned Moustafa, who 
was serving a 15-year sentence for ordering the 
murder of his ex-girlfriend, Lebanese popstar 
Suzanne Tamim.175 Freed eight years early by 
the benevolence of al-Sisi, Moustafa expressed 
his appreciation by donating hundreds of mil-

lions of pounds to regime initiatives.176 A new 
category appeared on TMG’s income statement 
in 2016 called “donations and governmental ex-
penses,” totaling 1.32 billion EGP between 2016 
and 2021.177 

Moustafa was one of the earliest and most en-
thusiastic private sector developers to invest 
in the new capital idea. Within months of his 
release from prison, he bought a plot of five 
hundred feddans for 4.41 billion EGP ($247.8 
million) to build a luxury compound, Celia. This 
was the largest land plot purchase by any private 
sector developer in the new capital—the money 
of course sent to the military-led ACUD.178 
TMG also quietly built the NAC headquarters 
for some of the most powerful ministries: the 
Ministry of Military Production, Ministry of 
Electricity, and Ministry of Petroleum.179 The 
terms of the contracts are unclear, and no-
where do these projects show up in the compa-
ny’s financial statements, suggesting they were 
perhaps donations, perhaps built in return for 
an in-kind payment, or perhaps subsidized by 
Moustafa. 

TMG is also partnering with state entities for 
major projects near the NAC, deepening their 
shared interests. Just across the road from the 
New Capital Airport, Moustafa is developing 
five thousand feddans with NUCA in Capital 
Gardens—another of al-Sisi’s new cities, de-
creed into being in 2020 and allocated over 
29,500 feddans. In exchange for the land, TMG 
will pay NUCA around 28.5 billion EGP, in 
cash and in kind, including units within the 
upscale residential community the company is 
developing there, Noor City.180

This partnership indirectly benefits the mili-
tary. Al-Sisi gifted 35 percent of the public land 
allocated to the Capital Gardens project to the 
AFLPA by presidential decree. The decree also 
ensures that the Ministry of Defense will main-
tain its earlier ownership over 2,700 feddans of 
the area, thereby placing more than 44 percent 
of Capital Gardens under military ownership. 
The public (via NUCA) will carry the costs of 
outfitting the area with roads and utilities—en-
hancing the value of the property for the mili-
tary landowners and TMG. Meanwhile, work 

Top businessman Hisham Talaat Moustafa is transferred to Tora 
Prison on February 9, 2016, to continue to serve his sentence for 
murder. In 2017, he was pardoned by al-Sisi, before becoming a 
major developer in the NAC. Photo: Youm7
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by TMG and NUCA on Noor City—the deep 
pockets of the former affording sleek designs 
by top American urban planners and consul-
tants—will make the military’s neighboring 
patch of desert more attractive to potential 
buyers.181 

As in all clientelist dealings, Moustafa’s rela-
tionship with the regime is symbiotic. While 
he donates to al-Sisi’s initiatives and builds 
the president’s projects, TMG’s profits and 
sales have soared. The company’s gross prof-
its reached 4.99 billion EGP in 2021, up from 
3.12 billion EGP in 2017;182 and sale contracts 
spiked to 32.5 billion EGP in 2021 compared 
to 13.1 billion in 2017. Most of the recorded 
increases came from TMG’s Celia project and 
nearby Noor City. In the first six months of Ce-
lia’s launch, the company signed 12 billion EGP 
worth of sales contracts.183 

State-owned banks are facilitating these im-
pressive figures, financing the company with 
several billion pounds through loans and joint 
ventures. TMG borrowed 1.3 billion EGP on 
favorable terms in January 2021 from a consor-
tium of mostly state-owned banks to finance 
Celia.184 The state-owned NBE, Banque Misr, 
and Banque du Caire are also financing the con-
struction of Noor City, allowing TMG to offer 
payment plans of 15 years to buyers—“the first 
of their kind” in Egypt, according to Moustafa.185 
This gives TMG an advantage over most devel-
opers, which typically rely on customers’ down 
payments and installments to fund their proj-
ects, and thus demand shorter payment periods 
and more money upfront. 

State-owned banks are also boosting TMG’s 
sales and profits by buying up land and assets 
from the company. The NBE and Banque Misr 
paid more than 14.7 billion EGP between 2020 
and 2021 for land and non-residential assets 
in Medinaty and Rehab, Moustafa’s older 
mega-developments near the new capital that 
cover eight thousand and 2,400 feddans, re-
spectively.186 

The Central Bank’s 50 billion EGP mortgage fi-
nance initiative has further aided TMG’s sales. 
The company collaborated with NUCA to sell 

units in Medinaty and Rehab under the Cen-
tral Bank initiative, securing subsidized loans 
for TMG’s upper-middle class clients.187 And 
of course, as with the military’s real estate, the 
value of TMG’s residential compounds has also 
increased thanks to the government invest-
ments in roads, infrastructure, and the new 
capital itself. 

Moustafa represents a leading case of a 
Mubarak-era crony reintegrating into al-Sisi’s 
patronage networks, only this time operat-
ing much more firmly under the thumb of 
the regime. He owes his freedom, along with 
some of his largest land acquisitions, directly 
to al-Sisi. While Moustafa has not resumed his 
seat in parliament under al-Sisi, his sister and 
fellow board member, Sahar Talaat Moustafa, 
has represented the family name in the lower 
house since 2015. 

Misr Italia Group

Misr Italia Group founder and owner Hany al-
Assal is another early supporter of the new capi-
tal idea and rising client in the regime’s patron-
age networks. His company was among the first 
and largest land buyers in the new capital, pur-
chasing a total of 310 feddans from the ACUD 
between 2017 and 2018 for 3.7 billion EGP.188 

In addition to two luxury compounds, Vinci and 
Il Bosco New Capital, under construction in R7 
and the nearby Investors’ Area, Misr Italia also 
built the NAC’s first public school in the R2 dis-
trict for the military, fully funding it with a 25 
million EGP donation.189 

As in all  cl ientelist dealings, 
Moustafa’s relationship with the 

regime is symbiotic.  While he 
donates to al-Sisi ’s initiatives 

and builds the president’s 
projects, TMG’s profits and 

sales have soared.
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Al-Assal, who became a member of the upper 
house of parliament in 2020, is extremely vocal 
in his support of al-Sisi and has donated at least 
one hundred thousand EGP to the president’s 
Tahya Misr Fund.190 In exchange, Misr Italia has 
enjoyed a greatly expanded land bank and ac-
cessed preferential loans exceeding 3.15 billion 
EGP, most of which have been lent or guaran-
teed by state-owned banks.191 

Plaza Gardens Developments 

Plaza Gardens Developments, established 
in 2013 by an unnamed group of “engineers 
and experts,” is building a luxury compound, 
Rhodes, on one hundred feddans in the R7 
district, as well as a two-tower commercial 
complex, Audaz.192 While Plaza Gardens’ 
ownership structure is kept secret, the face 
of the company, CEO and Managing Direc-
tor Naafa’ Abdel Hadi, offers clues as to who 
is behind the firm and its sudden rise. Abdel 
Hadi is a member of parliament and a secre-
tary general of the pro-Sisi Homeland Defend-
ers Party (Hama al-Watan), founded in 2013 

by a group of retired military and police gen-
erals.193 The party’s leader, General Galal al-
Haridi, also founded the military’s elite special 
forces (qowaat al-sa’ka) in the 1950s and is a 
member of parliament’s upper house.194 Haridi 
and Abdel Hadi are both vocal cheerleaders for 
al-Sisi in parliament and the public sphere, the 
latter appearing regularly on talk shows to pro-
mote the president’s megaprojects.195 

Gates Developments

Plaza Gardens is developing Audaz together 
with Gates Developments—another opaque 
company whose leadership and affiliations sug-
gest it is owned by members of the security 
apparatus. The company’s founding CEO and 
managing director, Ahmed Aboul Fottouh, is a 
police general and former assistant to the min-
ister of interior.196 Gates, which was established 
in 2018 specifically to build in the new capital, 
is a spin-off of the United Arab Company for 
Construction, which reportedly created a joint 
venture with the intelligence-owned Wadi el 
Nil in 2013. 

Misr Italia Properties co-CEOs Mohamed Khaled al-Assal (left) and Mohamed Hany al-Assal (center) sign a Memorandum of 
Understanding with Khaled Hashem (right), Honeywell president for Egypt and North Africa, March 18, 2022. Photo: Misr Italia 
Properties/Facebook
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In addition to Audaz, Gates is developing two 
luxury residential compounds, Catalan and 
Venia, in the R7 district. Notably, both projects 
were subcontracted by state-affiliated associa-
tions—Catalan by a club for employees at the 
Central Auditing Organization, and Venia by an 
association of employees from the state-owned 
Egyptian National Gas Company. 

Direct joint ventures with the military:  
La Vista, Pyramids, and Remco 

While all developers in the new capital are doing 
business with the armed forces by purchasing 
land from the military-led ACUD, some have 
formed more direct partnerships with the mili-
tary. A handful of companies have entered into 
joint ventures with the AFLPA, in an arrange-
ment that essentially promises their military 
partner a share of future revenues ad infinitum 
in lieu of paying for the land. Each side becomes 
a co-owner with a vested interest in the other’s 
continued success. 

These joint ventures are facilitating the expan-

sion of military actors’ rent-seeking activities, 
allowing them to more easily exploit their grow-
ing bank of formerly state-owned land. The 
military need not perform any work—it simply 
contributes the land. In return, it secures a 
stream of rents for years in the future through 
the value-added activities of developers. In ad-
dition to expanding the armed forces’ economic 
interests, the projects bring new clients firmly 
into the regime’s patronage networks. 

La Vista City—the largest residential compound 
in the NAC, comprising villas sprawled out over 
910 feddans—is being developed by the well-es-
tablished Mubarak-era La Vista Developments 
in quiet partnership with the AFLPA.197 

Just beside La Vista, Pyramids Group is partner-
ing with the AFLPA to develop the new capital’s 
largest commercial complex, Pyramids City—a 
25 billion EGP ($1.6 billion) mega-mall on 140 
feddans.198 This is just one of nearly a dozen new 
capital works under development by the group, 
whose owners, the Kholi brothers, returned to 
Egypt from France in 2013 to support al-Sisi’s 

La Vista City is the largest residential compound in the NAC, developed in an unadvertised joint venture with the military’s AFLPA. 
Photo: EGY Property Real Estate Consultants
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national projects.199 Their other NAC projects 
include several smaller malls, two residential 
compounds, a business tower, and two schools. 
In addition to investing hundreds of millions of 
dollars in real estate ventures as part of military-
led megaprojects, the Kholi brothers have do-
nated at least 14 million EGP to al-Sisi’s Tahya 
Misr Fund.200

In a similar partnership, Remco for the Estab-
lishment of Touristic Villages (est. 1995) and 
the AFLPA are developing Stella Park over 151 
feddans next to the R7 residential area, with a 55 
percent share for the former and 45 percent for 
the latter.201 Remco’s owners, the Ayoub family, 
have a long history of building compounds and 
resorts for the military through the Ayoub pa-
triarch’s Ayoubco contracting company (est. 
1981).202 Ayoubco was also subcontracted by the 
armed forces to build bridges, airports, roads, and 
utilities networks since the 1980s. More recently, 
Remco partnered with the EAF on its Stella di 
Mare II tourist village in Ain Sokhna—granting 
the armed forces 40 percent of project revenues 
in exchange for the 514 feddans of seaside land.203 

These revenue-sharing projects have prolifer-
ated since 2015, when Presidential Decree 446 
turned the AFLPA into an unabashed profit-
seeking actor. Previously, military officials were 
less keen to disclose the sale of state land for fi-
nancial gain. As late as 2014, General Mohamed 
Amin, head of the Ministry of Defense’s Finan-
cial Authority, told the Financial Times that the 
military did not sell land to developers or inves-
tors. He clarified: “When we take payment, it is 
not because we have sold the land. . . . It is be-
cause we may need to move a battalion or find an 
alternative training ground for its activities.”204 

While this statement was as false then as it is 
now, today military entities no longer pretend 
not to profit from the sale of state land. 

5. COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS FOR 
CONSTRUCTION AND HOUSING 

Another group of entities building in and prof-
iting from the NAC are cooperative associa-
tions for construction and housing (gama’ayat 
ta’awinaya lil-buna’ w el-iskaan). These com-
munity-based organizations pool their resourc-
es to build and manage housing developments 
for their members—generally state employees 
and their families—while benefiting from gov-
ernment subsidies and other state incentives to 
facilitate the construction. While Egypt boasts 
some 3,500 cooperative housing associations, 
most of those involved in the NAC are affiliated 
with powerful regime institutions: the military, 
the police, and state entities involved in the 
banking and hydrocarbons sectors.

These cooperatives have purchased land and 
are building in the Investors’ Area and the R7 
and R8 residential districts. They serve impor-
tant functions in the new capital project by (1) 
offering the appearance of popular demand for 
new capital land (as some of the earliest buyers 
in the project), when in fact the purchases rep-
resent the funneling of more state subsidies 
to regime insiders; (2) facilitating the further 
transfer of resources from the public treasury to 
the military-led ACUD; and (3) strengthening 
the regime’s patronage networks in the security 
apparatus and civilian bureaucracy—again, by 
tapping into the state coffers to distribute rents.

These cooperative associations operate under 
the umbrella of agencies within the Ministry of 
Housing that have long been fiefdoms of retired 
military generals. Both the General Author-
ity for Construction and Housing Cooperatives 
(GACHC) and its sister organization, the Cen-
tral Union for Housing Cooperatives (CUHC), 
are traditionally led by retired generals—cur-
rently Generals Hossam Rizq and Fouad Tawfik, 
respectively.205 The organizations are both 
deeply integrated into the networks of military 
generals that permeate the new capital project. 

These revenue-sharing projects 
have proliferated since 2015, 

when Presidential Decree 446 
turned the AFLPA into an 

unabashed profit-seeking actor.
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Former ACUD Chairman Abdeen, for example, 
served as GACHC chairman in the early 2000s 
after previously heading the EAAF (1997–2000). 

The GACHC and CUHC serve overlapping 
functions in terms of overseeing cooperatives’ 
projects—“two sides of the same coin,” accord-
ing to General Tawfik.206 In 2015, however, the 
GACHC expanded its role from mere supervi-
sor and intermediary in securing finance from 
the state to a full-fledged “developer,” according 
to General Rizq—buying the land, planning the 
layout of the new neighborhoods, contracting 
construction companies to install utilities and 
build the units, and selling the units to coop-
erative associations.207 In short, the General Au-
thority has become more like NUCA and even 
less like the original vision of the cooperative 
movement. 

Like NUCA, the GACHC is a special economic 
authority that claims to be independent from 
the state budget. But in fact, the body receives 
direct transfers from the treasury and enjoys 
access to state resources in the form of heav-
ily subsidized land and loans. Between 2017 
and 2022, for example, at least 361.7 million 
EGP in direct subsidies were earmarked for the 
GACHC from the public budget. More impor-
tantly, the authority can buy state-owned land 
at a discount of 25–50 percent compared to 
market price and can secure 20-year loans at 5 
percent interest—compared to recent lending 
rates as high as 19.75 percent, with the differ-
ence covered by the treasury.208 Housing coop-
eratives are also exempt from taxes and customs 
for importing building materials and machinery, 
representing more lost income for the public 
coffers and more rent opportunities for the mili-
tary general-led authority.209

In the new capital, the GACHC has purchased 
more than five hundred feddans, which it sold 
to around a dozen cooperative associations—at 
least four belonging to military officers, three 
to police officers, two to employees working 
in state-owned gas and electricity companies, 
and one to employees at the National Bank of 
Egypt.210 The General Authority and the Central 
Union then oversaw the “tendering process,” 
ultimately choosing the construction and real 

estate companies that are now building and de-
signing the compounds. 

Given this arrangement, it is perhaps unsur-
prising that the “winners” of the tenders were 
typically regime-connected companies. For ex-
ample, the compounds for the Golden Eagle Co-
operative Association for Police Officers and the 
Cooperative Association for NBE Employees 
are being built by a company owned by Military 
Intelligence.211 And as mentioned above, Gates 
Developments, with clear connections to the 
security apparatus, is building and developing 
the Venia compound for the Cooperative Asso-
ciation for the Egyptian National Gas Company. 

For decades, housing cooperatives have been 
plagued by corruption—starting at the top with 
the retired military generals who led the Gen-
eral Authority and Central Union, down to the 
board members of individual cooperatives.212 
Housing cooperative members have filed dozens 
of lawsuits over the years accusing their boards 
of embezzlement,213 of selling them land for sev-
eral times more than what the boards paid,214 
or of selling them land that had already been 
revoked by the state due to the cooperatives’ 
inactivity. Many cases unfolded over decades 
as members continued to pay installments and 
waited for homes that were never built.215 The 
cooperatives’ oversight bodies were either in-
credibly negligent or complicit in this rampant 
corruption, with aggrieved cooperative mem-
bers suggesting the latter. 

For decades, housing 
cooperatives have been plagued 

by corruption—starting at the 
top with the retired military 
generals who led the General 
Authority and Central Union, 
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General Rizq acknowledged this historic foul 
play in a 2015 TV interview, but insisted that 
things had changed under his watch. “I’m taking 
this opportunity to tell all of the associations… 
there’s no room to elect a corrupt board of di-
rectors, because I, the authority, will not allow 
that,” he said, adding that crooked board mem-
bers had all been removed and taken to court.216

But the general’s watchful eye didn’t prevent 
major housing cooperative scandals in the NAC, 
as the following two episodes show. 

The Tiba Rose Housing Cooperative Associa-
tion for Air Force Officers was one of the first 
entities to buy land in the new capital, as well 
as the first to receive ministerial approval to 
build a residential compound. In May 2017, the 
cooperative began advertising units in its 150-
feddan Tiba Rose Compound to Air Force of-
ficers and their families, with delivery promised 
in 2020.217 But by the end of 2021, it seemed that 
Atum Developments—another opaque pop-up 
developer that was subcontracted by the Tiba 
Rose Cooperative board with approval from the 

Central Union—had absconded with the down 
payments of the Tiba Rose homebuyers. The 
cooperative board (led by retired Air Force gen-
erals) denied the existence of any contracts or 
receipt of payments. 

Desperate buyers turned to social media in an 
attempt to recover their money, filming an im-
passioned plea to President al-Sisi from outside 
the Tiba Rose Cooperative headquarters.218 

The video received so much attention that even 
pro-regime news outlets picked it up—but only 
after the same defrauded buyers had made a 
second video, in which they thanked al-Sisi for 
coming to their rescue and reassured viewers 
that buying in the new capital was a safe invest-
ment.219 

State-controlled media suggested it was the 
case of one bad apple; the CEO of Atum De-
velopments had been taken into custody. But 
this was not the first time the board of the Tiba 
Rose Housing Cooperative had been accused of 
misusing members’ funds. An Air Force general 

General Hossam Rizq (front left), head of the General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives, signs a cooperative 
housing development agreement with Saudi Prince Saud bin Talal bin Badr on October 14, 2021, in Cairo, while current ACUD 
Chairman Khaled Abbas (back left) and Egyptian Minister of Housing Assem al-Gazzar (center) look on. Photo: Saudi Press Agency
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and member of the cooperative filed an official 
complaint alleging similar accusations against 
the chairman of the board in 2017 for a Tiba 
Rose project in nearby New Heliopolis.220 And 
again, if it were the case of one bad apple, the 
responsible oversight bodies—the Tiba Rose 
board of directors, the General Authority, and 
the Central Union, all of which are led by re-
tired military generals—revealed themselves to 
be extremely incompetent supervisors. 

The incident disappeared from the news, but 
as of May 2023, the Tiba Rose Compound still 
remains mostly barren desert. In May 2022, the 
Tiba Rose Housing Cooperative signed a new 
NAC contract with the chairman of the Mili-
tary Production Company (under the MOMP) 
and a long-time military contractor, Argynza 
Construction, to develop an 85-feddan resi-
dential complex, Argynza City.221 It is unclear if 
this will be built on the same plot of land, or on 
a new one, or at all. 

Members of the El Fida’ Housing Cooperative 
for Military Special Forces made similar videos 
last summer—issuing more “rescue calls to the 

president.” In one (since removed from You-
Tube), a retired military officer accuses the 
board of directors of using the money paid by 
1,600 members to build “50 to 60 villas for cer-
tain people” (the only units completed in the 
five years since the project was announced). 
And in another, members complain that the 
cooperative board failed to honor original price 
agreements—demanding extra money from 
the members who had been dutifully paying 
installments for five years, without receiving 
contracts or receipts, for units that should have 
been delivered two years earlier.222 

The Tiba Rose and El Fida’ sagas offer insight 
into how the regime’s patronage networks can 
backfire—fomenting the resentment of natural 
regime allies who fall victim to the corruption 
or mismanagement of regime insiders. The mili-
tary officers and their extended families bought 
homes in the “president’s project” from asso-
ciations led by military generals, in a mega-de-
velopment led by military generals. An under-
standable conclusion would be that the failure 
of their investments is a direct reflection of the 
failure of the president and his military regime. 

The new capital’s Tiba Rose Compound (in the black box) remains mostly desert, as seen in this satellite image from April 17, 2023. 
(The green patch to the north is Talaat Moustafa Group’s Celia). Photo: Google Earth
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6. FOREIGN COMPANIES

The final category of entities profiting from 
the NAC are foreign companies, namely Gulf-
based contractors and Western firms imple-
menting massive infrastructure and technology 
projects. A list of foreign companies involved 
in the NAC is provided as Appendix II.

Gulf Companies 

Gulf companies are notable more for their ab-
sence than for their presence in the new capital. 
Most of the high-end Gulf real estate develop-
ers have stayed away from the project. Despite 
sending billions of dollars in rents to al-Sisi’s 
regime, Saudi Arabia and the UAE are not 
happy with the military’s expanding economic 
role. Egypt’s military actors typically demand 
excessive cuts in profit-sharing agreements 
and are often above the law—making for less 
than ideal partners (and even worse competi-
tors). This dynamic demonstrated itself clearly 
in the failed negotiations between the initial 
Emirati developer, Alabbar, and his Egyptian 
military-led counterparts. 

Only two Gulf contractors are building sig-
nificant portions of the city for NUCA. These 
heavyweights with access to finance helped the 
authority build its sections of the new capital 
quickly. ASGC Egypt, owned and founded by 
a retired Emirati Air Force officer, built at least 
one hundred residential and mixed-use build-
ings for NUCA in the R3 and R5 residential 
districts, along with all of the infrastructure 
works for R7 and the Investors’ Area.223 These 
works, along with other NAC projects, has 
made the Egyptian government ASGC Egypt’s 
number one client, accounting for some 65 
percent of the company’s contracts. 224 And El 
Marasem, a subsidiary of Saudi Arabia’s largest 
construction conglomerate, the Saudi Binladin 
Group, was tapped by NUCA as early as July 
2019 to build 15 billion EGP worth of new 
capital projects.225

Western Companies

A handful of European and American firms 
have secured lucrative contracts for hun-

dreds of millions (sometimes billions) of dol-
lars. These Western companies are complicit 
in weighing down the Egyptian state’s books 
with debt and redirecting its scarce resources 
to expensive showpiece projects that are pri-
oritized over less glamorous, essential social 
spending. Because their contracts are typically 
signed with military-controlled entities, they 
also contribute to lining the bank accounts of 
military fiefdoms along the way.

German technology giant Siemens is by far the 
largest Western partner in the NAC. While 
there is nothing inherently wrong with the 
Siemens-led ventures, the size of the proj-
ects—costing several billion dollars and fi-
nanced almost entirely by debt—raises serious 
questions about the role of foreign companies 
in profiting from al-Sisi’s mis-prioritization of 
state spending. 

The company’s share of the new capital’s com-
bined cycle power plant—the world’s larg-
est—accounted for most of the $2.34 billion 
deal, followed by an additional $352 million to 
manage and operate the plant and two others 
for eight years.226 Siemens also signed a $3 
billion contract with NAT for the $4.5 billion 
high-speed train linking the new capital to the 
Red Sea and the Mediterranean,227 and a $53.61 
million contract (with Hassan Allam) to build 
the new capital’s National Energy Control 
Center, a power grid control center to manage 
transmission networks and power plants across 
the country.228 Several other new capital deals 
are in the works, including with a government 

These Western companies are 
complicit in weighing down 
the Egyptian state’s books 

with debt and redirecting its 
scarce resources to expensive 

showpiece projects that are 
prioritized over less glamorous, 

essential social spending.
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body to supply electricity systems for Africa’s 
tallest building, the Iconic Tower;229 with the 
military-led AOI to jointly manage and oper-
ate the NAC’s Knowledge City;230 and with the 
Ministries of Communications and Industry 
to establish and equip an Innovation Center in 
the Knowledge City.231 

American Dell Technologies and Cisco are 
working alongside Siemens and the military-
led AOI in the Knowledge City and elsewhere 
in the NAC, enjoying massive contracts fi-
nanced by the Ministry of Communications. 
Most of the contract values are not disclosed, 
but according to the general manager of Dell 
Technologies in Egypt, Tarek Haiba, “The state 
does not skimp on spending for technology [in 
the new capital]. . . . the projects are large and 
the investments are huge.”232 Indeed, in 2020, 
Cisco won a $300 million contract (in partner-
ship with a local company) from the Ministry 
of Communications to supply equipment and 
systems for communication centers around 
the NAC.233

French multinational Schneider Electric also 
won at least €100 million in new capital con-
tracts between 2019 and 2021 to build tech-
nological infrastructure, power stations and 
electricity distribution networks throughout the 
NAC—all with government deals.234 

Another France-based multinational, Alstom 
(with its manufacturing center in the United 
Kingdom), signed a major new capital trans-
portation contract with NAT—€2.7 billion to 
design, build, and install 70 monorail trains and 
provide 30 years of operation and maintenance 
services.235 

Other Western companies have signed agree-
ments directly with the ACUD, which, according 
to General Abdeen, will yield impressive profits 
for the military-led company.236 French telecom 
and technology company Orange was awarded 
a $135 million contract to build and operate 
the NAC’s main Data Center, which will host 
all “smart city” platforms like cloud computing, 
internet, phone, and TV services.237 The French 
state-owned electricity company, Électricité de 
France (EDF), signed a deal to manage the new 

capital’s electricity distribution and supervise 
the execution of the Energy Control Center;238 
and the German Dorsch Gruppe signed two 
similar service contracts to manage water (in-
cluding drinking water, irrigation, and sewage) 
as well as traffic and transportation throughout 
the entire new capital.239 (The company had ear-
lier implemented infrastructure and landscap-
ing for the EAAF’s R6 residential district with a 
one billion EGP contract).240 

The ACUD also signed a 10-year strategic 
partnership with Mastercard to make the new 
capital the “first city in the world where no 
cash is circulated.”241 According to initial plans, 
every resident of the NAC will be required to 
use a Mastercard smart card for electronic 
payments for everything from utilities to car 
license renewals to public transportation. The 
deal, with an unadvertised contract value, in-
cludes among its objectives “maximizing fi-
nancial returns and the ACUD’s ability to col-
lect service fees.”242 

Ironically, this cashless city will also house “the 
largest money printer in the Middle East,” with 
technology and infrastructure courtesy of the 
German Giesecke+Devrient (G+D) as part of 
a €260 million contract with Egypt’s Central 
Bank.243 According to an accountant at one of 
the local firms building the project, General In-
telligence is a silent partner in the venture and 
controls operations of the mega-printer, which 
is located within the sprawling GIS compound 
beside the Presidential Palace.244 

While these profit-sharing agreements with the 
ACUD are problematic for sending additional 
rents to the military-led company, other deals 
have more sinister implications. Notably, in 2019 
American defense and technology firm Honey-
well signed a contract with the ACUD worth at 
least 2.2 billion EGP to establish a surveillance 
system and the Integrated Command and Con-
trol Center to track all activity in the new capital, 
including through live video broadcasts from six 
thousand cameras around the city. This control 
center will be monitored by bodies of Egypt’s se-
curity apparatus, which under al-Sisi’s rule has 
imprisoned tens of thousands of Egyptians for 
peaceful political activity.245 
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V. OBJECTIVES VS. LIKELY OUTCOMES FOR THE NAC

The new administrative capital, like others 
of al-Sisi’s megaprojects, is not a new 
idea. It is drawn from long-shelved plans 

that his predecessors either decided were not 
economically viable, or tried, but failed, to im-
plement.

President Anwar al-Sadat, for instance, created 
Sadat City in the 1970s in an early attempt to 
give the republic a new administrative capital. 
More than 40 years later, sand still dominates 
the landscape of this urban community—part 
rural, part industrial, but with nothing capital 
about it.246 

Despite the terrible track record for megaproj-
ects in Egypt, al-Sisi believes himself to be dif-
ferent. He pushed through his first—the $8.5 
billion Suez Canal expansion completed in 
2015—in year one of his presidency, showing 
that he could do what others before him could 
not, and in record time.

But his desire for pop-up grandeur comes at a 
steep cost. Al-Sisi’s demand that the project be 
completed in one year instead of three inflated 
the original price by more than 100 percent.247 
And instead of doubling Suez Canal revenues to 
$13.2 billion by 2023 from $5.3 billion in 2014, 
as the regime originally predicted,248 the project 
has led to meager gains—with revenues actually 
decreasing in the first two years, before reach-
ing a high of $7 billion in 2022.249 Ultimately, the 
Ministry of Finance had to cover at least $600 
million of the overdue loan repayments owed by 
the Suez Canal Authority—another hay’a iqti-
sadaya (economic authority) like NUCA and 
NAT—after it failed to keep up with repayments 
on its $1.4 billion debts owed to local banks.250 
As Sayigh points out, this unfavorable outcome 
for the treasury notwithstanding, the Ministry 
of Defense still enjoyed healthy project manage-
ment fees, and private sector companies hand-
picked by the regime still benefited from the 
massive contracts.251

President al-Sisi waves during the opening ceremony of the Suez Canal expansion, August 6, 2015. Photo: Abdel Fattah Elsisi/Facebook
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A similar logic can be found in the new capital. 

For al-Sisi, the NAC should have been built 
“yesterday”—a demand that has inflated costs 
and gobbled up scarce financing that could 
have funded productive, rather than specula-
tive, activities. Moreover, there is nothing in the 
numbers to suggest that the state will see a pos-
itive return on investment from the enormous 
public resources poured into the project. On 
the contrary, as with the Suez Canal expansion, 
the Ministry of Finance will very likely have 
to step in to repay—from the public coffers—
loans taken on by the “self-sufficient” economic 
authorities (NUCA and NAT) building major 
new capital projects. 

Al-Sisi’s obsession with grand megaprojects 
filled with superlatives—the “tallest tower in 
Africa,” the “largest money printer in the Middle 
East,” the “highest flagpole in the world”—
makes it hard to ignore the psychological com-
plex driving the new capital misadventure.252 
Yes, as much media coverage and analysis 
of the NAC project has posited, his desire to 
move Egypt’s seat of government to the desert 
no doubt has a security element to it.253 The fact 
that the epicenter of the January 2011 popu-
lar revolt against Mubarak was Tahrir Square, 
right in downtown Cairo and ringed by govern-
ment buildings—not to mention the dramatic 
burning of the ruling party’s headquarters—is 
seared into the memory of the president and 
his ruling partners. Clearly, they never want 
Egyptian citizens to be able to gather en masse 
against the regime so close to the seat of power 
again. Moving the government headquarters to 
a tightly controlled, heavily surveilled new loca-
tion is surely part of al-Sisi’s goal.

But perhaps an even more important driver can 
be found in al-Sisi’s psychology. Call it megalo-
mania, call it the Napoleon complex (he does 
share the approximate height and career path 
of its namesake)—there’s no getting around the 
fact that al-Sisi’s quest for, or delusions of, gran-
deur has been central to the NAC project. 

As he explained to the 2019 National Youth 
Conference, a state-sponsored gathering of pro-
regime Egyptians: “I’m building a state in the 

new capital that the whole world will notice. Is 
Egypt unworthy, or what? I’m serious. Do you 
think Egypt is unworthy or something? I’m build-
ing an Arts and Culture City—it’s the largest in 
the world.”254 And a centerpiece of this Arts and 
Culture City is a sprawling museum dedicated to 
the capitals of Egypt, where al-Sisi is memorial-
ized alongside Alexander the Great and Pharaoh 
Menes (the first unifier of the Egyptian kingdom) 
for their extraordinary legacies.

But desiring a project as ambitious as the new 
capital is one thing, and implementing it is an-
other. For this, al-Sisi has had to cultivate the 
patronage networks outlined in this report, dis-
tributing incentives to the various elements of 
his regime—most notably, the country’s most 
powerful institution and the main backer of his 
rule, the armed forces. 

While al-Sisi envisioned a futuristic, Dubai-
esque city in the Egyptian desert, the fact that 
the military is developing most of the project 
has led to a decidedly different aesthetic. Even 
the residential districts marketed (and priced) as 
upper-middle class resemble the cookie-cutter 
social housing projects overseen by the military 
across the country. And the upscale hotels and 
cultural centers managed by the armed forces 
also betray the unmistakable Egyptian military 
touch—a kind of rococo meets 1980s, with an 
occasional nod to Islamic and pharaonic motifs, 
and beige color palettes predominating. 

Al-Sisi ’s obsession with grand 
megaprojects fi l led with 

superlatives—the “tallest 
tower in Africa,” the “largest 
money printer in the Middle 
East,” the “highest flagpole 

in the world”—makes it hard 
to ignore the psychological 

complex driving the new capital 
misadventure.
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“I’m making it so chic, as you can see,” al-Sisi 
said in an interview defending the venture.255 
But aside from this military-chic aesthetic, 
what else can we expect from the new capital? 

1. MUCH LONGER TIMELINE AND 
DOWNSIZING FROM ORIGINAL VISION 

The new capital project is a clear case of an 
authoritarian leader demanding the impossi-
ble, pushing aside anyone who offers a clear-
eyed assessment of his unrealistic demands, 
and turning to yes-men who promise to ful-
fill his dreams but inevitably fall short. This 
can be seen in the developments of both the 
timeline and the planned grandeur of the new 
capital. 

Originally, ministries and other state institu-
tions were to start moving to the new capital 
in 2018.256 In 2018, this was pushed back to 
“mid-2019,” then “mid-2020,” “mid-2021” and 
“mid-2022.”257 In March 2023, the government 
finally initiated the first phase of transferring 
some ministry employees to their new work-
places in the NAC, with the second phase to 
be completed by “mid-2023.”258 

When the ACUD launched the project in April 
2016, the appointed company leaders promised al-
Sisi they would finish the first phase in just three 
years as opposed to Alabbar’s five to seven.259 That 
would have put the completion date well before 
the pandemic disrupted economic projects world-
wide. But of course, officials wasted no time blam-
ing COVID-19 for delays. Pressed on the question 
in 2021—two years after the ACUD’s promised 
completion date—ACUD Spokesman Brigadier 
Husseini said he did not expect the first phase 
to be finished before 2025, and only then would 
work on the subsequent two phases begin.260 

When this author visited the new capital in May 
2023, the Downtown and an entire residential 
district (R4) out of eight were indistinguishable 
from the empty desert that surrounded the new 
capital borders. The Medical City had one hos-
pital; the R8 residential district remained mostly 
vacant (despite most developers’ advertised de-
livery date of 2022 or 2023); few compounds in 
R7 had advanced beyond the stage of concrete 
skeletons; the Diplomatic District had little more 
than a row of unimpressive model embassies; and 
the “Green River” looked more like a parched 
desert valley, with small patches of browning 
grass, some rows of saplings, and miles of sand. 

The “Green River” in the NAC remains mostly desert as of June 2022. Photo: Sarah Taweel
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Even the Central Business District—financed 
and built by China, known for its own pop-up 
cities—has overrun its completion date. As 
then-Minister of Housing Madbouly explained 
at the CBD’s March 2018 construction launch, 
a project of that type—consisting of 20 towers, 
including the tallest skyscraper on the conti-
nent—would usually take seven to ten years. 
“But,” he added, “the instructions of the presi-
dent are that we finish these projects in the 
fastest possible time,” which officials agreed 
would be just under three years.261 Five years 
later, cranes still swing in the sky, and rebar still 
decorates the tops of the district’s unfinished 
buildings. This, however, did not stop the gov-
ernment from staging a “completion” celebra-
tion at the site in May 2022, with the asterisk 
that they were celebrating the completion of 
the towers’ concrete structures.262

Other grand sections of the new capital have 
been postponed indefinitely—like the theme 
park that would be 6.5 times the size of Dis-
neyland and the Expo City intended to rival 
Dubai’s “future-centric mini-city” that hosted 
the World Expo in 2021/22.263 

Former ACUD Chairman General Abdeen of-
fered rare moments of candidness regarding the 
project’s feasibility, while still toeing the line on 
the economic value of the new capital. This po-
sition was no doubt expedient for the head of 
the ACUD, which has enjoyed (by Abdeen’s own 
accounts) billions of dollars in profits while also 
failing to meet any of the deadlines the presi-
dent has set. As Abdeen explained in December 
2019—more than two years into his tenure as 
ACUD chief—the civilian government, with the 
help of the Western urban planners, “showed 
something really rosy, so I said, ‘no, what you’re 
showing there will get us in trouble. When you 
make a video and show images from your imagi-
nation’… I told them, ‘I haven’t worked on any-
thing yet except the central utilities.’”264

Abdeen “stepped down” from his position at the 
end of August 2022, ostensibly due to “a need for 
rest.”265 According to the independent Egyptian 
news outlet Mada Masr, an insider source ex-
plained that Abdeen’s departure was due to his 
aggressive demands that contractors rush large 
projects, which led to shoddy construction.266 
Experts from the Ministry of Housing found 

The Central Business District, shown above in June 2022 with the Iconic Tower in the background and a “Mixed Use” area in the 
foreground, has overrun its completion date. Photo: Sarah Taweel
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cracks in buildings, requiring parts of projects 
to be demolished, the source said.

2. AN OVERSUPPLY OF UNAFFORDABLE 
HOUSING

At the March 2015 NAC project unveiling 
in Sharm el Sheikh, Madbouly explained to 
the crowd, “We wanted to make a place that 
brings together all categories of Egyptian so-
ciety, beginning with the youth, the low and 
middle-income earners, and up.”267 

But the ACUD’s economic interests in the 
new capital have all but erased early plans 
for the city to include affordable housing for 
anyone but members of the security appara-
tus and their families. The military-led com-
pany, which acquires most of its profits from 
land sales, prefers to sell to the highest bidder. 
Social housing projects have instead been 
pushed outside of the new capital borders. For 
example, several thousand subsidized units in 
Badr City, just north of the new capital, have 
already been set aside for the government em-
ployees who will have to relocate to the NAC 
for work.268

With the average salary for Egyptians at six 
thousand EGP per month (according to official 
numbers), it would take average earners more 
than 64 years to pay for the cheapest option—
assuming half of their salaries went toward 
making the installments.269 

These prices are enough to discredit officials’ 
repeated claims that the NAC is intended to 
reduce population pressures on Cairo. Few of 
Cairo’s 20-some million residents could ever 
dream of buying in the new capital, and few 
with the money do dream of it—raising the 
question: Who will actually live there? 

The answer: far fewer than the estimated 1.5 
million people supposed to populate the areas 
completed in phase one (not to mention the 
six to seven million people that authorities 
have said will ultimately reside in the com-
pleted city). Plans for the first phase anticipate 
the completion of 240 thousand new units 

by 2023.270 (Blueprints for all three phases of 
the NAC plan for 1.5 million new residential 
units).271 

Even before the deluge of new capital residen-
tial units poured onto the market, Egypt was 
already suffering from an oversupply of unaf-
fordable housing. A 2017 report by the gov-
ernment’s official statistics agency counted 13 
million units under construction, or finished 
but vacant, across the country—more than half 
the number of units that were inhabited at the 
time (22.4 million).272 Despite this surplus hous-
ing, an estimated 850 thousand Egyptians were 
living in unsafe structures, most unable to afford 
the available flats on the market.273

In October 2022, ACUD Chairman Abbas im-
plored the government to release up-to-date 
data on Egypt’s real estate market. 274 Basic fig-
ures—the size of investments in the industry, 
along with the number of housing units sold, 
under construction, and planned—are unknown 
even to industry insiders like him. Without this 
information, no one, not even the state-owned 
banks financing many of the projects, can accu-
rately assess the financial risks of developers and 
their projects. 

Many of the developers that have purchased 
plots in the NAC are little more than speculators, 
hoping to profit from an increase in land prices 
as more public funds are poured into building 
other sections of the new capital. While the 
ACUD has said it is implementing strict mea-
sures to prevent this—threatening to take land 
away from developers who fail to make progress 

[T]he ACUD’s economic 
interests in the new capital 

have all  but erased early 
plans for the city to include 

affordable housing for anyone 
but members of the security 
apparatus and their families.
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on their proposed projects—dozens of parcels 
sold years ago remain empty as of May 2023, 
and even more look like abandoned construc-
tion sites. Ultimately, if the ACUD revoked the 
land from all non-performers, that would reflect 
poorly on the company, and on the new capital 
project itself. These speculative purchases have 
artificially inflated the price of land in the new 
capital, but it remains to be seen if the develop-
ments will ever be completed or, in some cases, 
even started. 

A similar dynamic can be seen in the purchase 
of residential units in the new capital. With 
annual inflation reaching as high as 32.9 percent 
in recent years and devaluations reducing the 
EGP to nearly a quarter of its pre-November 
2016 worth, Egyptians with any extra cash have 
flocked to real estate as a relatively attractive in-
vestment option.275 While some buyers plan to 
live in their purchased unit or invest for their 
children, many are speculators, hoping to sell 
later at a profit. Again, these speculative invest-
ments are driving up prices of the new capital 
units, but it is unclear that they will be able to 
sell on the secondary market at a profit. The 

numbers above—demonstrating a supply that 
far surpasses demand—suggest they will not. 

Which leads us to our third likely outcome. 

3. THE BUBBLE POPS 

On the front page of the July 15, 2021 issue of 
the state-owned newspaper Al-Gomhuria, the 
ACUD warned that “the reservation of any real 
estate unit is a bilateral relationship between the 
citizen and the developer, and the ACUD has no 
role in that,” adding that “the real estate market 
in the new capital is open to everyone.”276 The 
announcement came in response to the default-
ing of several NAC developers that had already 
accepted down payments and installments from 
customers. The buyers wanted their money back, 
and the ACUD wanted nothing to do with it. 

The case of The City compound from Master 
Group—another opaque pop-up developer 
established in 2016 to build in the NAC—
received widespread attention in the summer 
of 2021, when CEO Mohammed Lashin fled 

Mohammed Lashin (third from left), CEO of the Master Group, photographed in May 2019, fled Egypt in 2021 after collecting 
payments for development of The City Compound. Photo: Mohammed Lashin/Facebook
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the country after collecting installments from 
1,400 investors.277 The ACUD confiscated 
the land and told buyers that it was not the 
ACUD’s responsibility to recover their money. 
It took buyers months of pleading, bad press, 
and social media messages beseeching al-Sisi—
in this case, with a hashtag “#Ilhaqna_ya_ra’is” 
(#Save_Us_President)—before the ACUD was 
pressured to step in and work out a deal.278 

As Brigadier Husseini explained in an inter-
view with the BBC, the military-led company 
would solve the problem, but it was not legally 
obligated to do so.279 This lack of legal mea-
sures regulating the new capital (and other real 
estate ventures across the country) has created 
a precarious system, ripe for abuse.280

The most prevalent financing model in Egypt’s 
real estate sector—the “off plan” model—also 
lends itself to facilitating Ponzi schemes, in-
tentional or not. In this arrangement, buyers 
place down payments on yet-to-be-built units 
with an agreement to pay installments, typi-
cally over five to seven years. The developers 
use this upfront cash to begin building. But as 
with a classic Ponzi scheme, if the developers 
fail to secure new investors, they will not be 
able to deliver returns (in this case, homes) to 
earlier investors.

Without new cash inflows, building stops, the 
project may be abandoned, and those who have 
already invested their savings are out of luck. 
This has happened again and again in Egypt 
over the past several decades. Vestiges of failed 
development projects lie scattered across the 
country—skeleton compounds caked in dust 
along desert roads. 

Conditions in the new capital suggest there is 
an even higher risk of this outcome there than 
elsewhere. The prevalence of developers who 
emerged overnight to work on the NAC raises 
the first red flag. In many cases, it is entirely 
unclear who owns the companies or where 
their money comes from—or if they have any 
at all. Additionally, real estate companies have 
begun offering more lenient payment plans for 
new capital developments in a bid to attract 
buyers—with 44 percent of developers not 

requiring any down payment, according to a 
Mada Masr report, and payment timelines in-
creasing to 10 years or more.281 Combined with 
Egypt’s economic instability, high inflation, and 
the continued devaluation of the pound, there 
is a high risk that buyers on these low upfront 
cost plans will default, which could bring the 
whole project crashing down.282

Added to the risk pool is the fact that in nearly 
all cases, developers do not even own the land 
they build on before they start selling. Devel-
opers in the NAC are required to make a 10–20 
percent down payment on the land and pay the 
remaining installments to the ACUD over three 
to four years.283 Ultimately, if enough buyers 
fail to materialize, the developer may not be 
able to afford the cost of the land, let alone 
build the promised units. This is especially true 
for smaller companies without much liquidity, 
which account for the great majority of new 
capital developers. In this system, buyers have 
little guarantee that they will receive quality 
housing, or even any housing at all. 

In March 2022, in a bid to re-instill waning 
trust in the new capital project, the ACUD an-
nounced a series of measures to help struggling 
developers and protect investors. Rather than 
revoke the land and licenses of defaulting com-
panies, the ACUD postponed the timeline for 
paying off land installments. The ACUD also 
promised to monitor the bank accounts of the 
floundering developers to ensure customers’ 
money actually went to developing the proj-
ects.284 But the military-led company is still 
not legally obligated to do anything. And in the 
event of mass defaults, it is unlikely it would. 

Vestiges of failed  
development projects l ie 
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Creating False Wealth: The GDP Illusion

Piecemeal oversight and developers’ scams 
aside, the debt dependency of the new capi-
tal project makes the whole endeavor a fragile 
one. While the massive government spending 
on the NAC and al-Sisi’s other megaprojects is 
boosting GDP figures in the immediate term, 
the regime’s heavy reliance on loans means the 
growth of today will become the debt burden 
of tomorrow. 

Heterodox economists have a term for this: 
bezzle. Derived from “embezzlement,” bezzle 
need not be accompanied by its namesake, but 
emerges “anytime the reported market value 
of an asset or portfolio temporarily exceeds its 
real economic value.”285 In other words, bezzle 
is a temporary, false sense of wealth. 

Al-Sisi and his regime allies create bezzle when 
they talk about the “value” of their megaproj-
ects. Suez Canal revenues would more than 
double in al-Sisi’s fantasy world based on the 
calculation of the number of ships that could 
physically pass through the canal after the ex-
pansion (never mind the number of ships that 
would want to pass through). 

“I earned two trillion pounds,” al-Sisi said of the 
new capital in an October 2022 interview. 286 
He then proceeded to explain his calculation—
the land area allocated to the new capital mul-
tiplied by the price of the land—revealing that 
his “earnings” were a hypothetical based on the 
amount he would bring in if private investors 
bought all of the land at the arbitrary price he 
set for his equation (assuming the state did not 
pay anything to develop the land in the first 
place).

In reality, vast sections of land in even the first 
phase of the new capital remain unsold, and 
the land that has been sold is itself another 
instance of bezzle—most of it unloaded onto 
state entities that were forced to buy, thus cre-
ating artificial demand. 

Speculative investments in Egypt’s real estate 
sector create even more of this illusion of 
wealth, and more artificial—and temporary—

increases in GDP. This speculative activity also 
raises the market price of assets (land and real 
estate), allowing for more asset-based borrow-
ing—as seen in the case of NUCA and private 
sector real estate developers. These increasingly 
leveraged entities further inflate a false sense of 
wealth, which will come crashing down if and 
when their project returns fail to exceed expen-
ditures, and they cannot repay their debts. 

Again, this scheme can only be sustained by 
continuous access to “fresh dollars,” or new 
streams of foreign capital. In recent months, 
all three of the “Big Three” credit rating agen-
cies (Fitch, Moody’s, and S&P) have suggested 
these new streams will soon be even harder to 
come by, with two of the agencies downgrading 
Egypt’s credit outlook from stable to negative.287 
As soon as the fresh dollar faucet is turned off, 
the bubble will pop, the projects will stop, and 
the new capital—save the Government District, 
which will be forcibly populated by government 
employees—will be left to gather dust as more 
concrete skeletons in the desert. 

4. AL-SISI LOSES SUPPORT FROM REGIME 
INSIDERS

Al-Sisi’s irresponsible demands that the NAC 
and dozens of other vanity projects be complet-
ed, and be completed “yesterday,” has set Egypt 
on a dangerous path, worsening an already 
acute economic crisis. While al-Sisi has kept 
the plates spinning by siphoning resources from 
the public coffers and piling on government 
debt, the money will run out eventually. When 
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come crashing down if and 

when their project returns fail 
to exceed expenditures, and 

they cannot repay their debts. 

“ “
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that happens, not even his military clients will 
stand by him, as they decide their opportunistic 
allegiances are better placed elsewhere. 

Some of al-Sisi’s private sector partners are 
also losing faith in their patron. According to 
industry insiders at companies building large 
sections of the NAC, work on the capital and 
al-Sisi’s other megaprojects is increasingly 
losing its appeal. As they explained to this 
author, during the first two years of the na-
tional ventures (2016–2018), the military and 
government patrons not only paid on time, 
but also offered contractors down payments 
with which to build the projects.288 Companies 
would park this money in the bank until it was 
needed, collecting healthy sums from high in-
terest rates. But beginning around 2020, this 
trend reversed, with overdue payments delayed 
indefinitely and companies forced to take out 
more and more loans to cover costs and plug 
the holes when expected payments from the 
state failed to arrive. 

In 2022, al-Sisi told a room of contractors 
that the state would pay them just a quarter 

of project values up front and provide the rest 
upon completion.289 An executive of El Soadaa 
Group—which built six ministries, part of the 
Knowledge City, and sections of the R1 and R2 
residential districts in the NAC—suggested 
that this has become a common occurrence 
in the execution of al-Sisi’s megaprojects. “The 
assignments of the president are orders,” he ex-
plained, adding that “the president would never 
let his people drown…and when he sees they’re 
drowning, he bails them out. We’re confident 
in that.”290 

But with the state’s mounting debts and dwin-
dling liquidity, it is unclear for how much 
longer this will be the case. It is worth remem-
bering that one of al-Sisi’s most vocal adversar-
ies in recent years, Mohamed Ali, had been a 
contractor for major military projects. Ali fled 
to Spain and, in fall 2019, released a series of 
videos alleging that his military clients had 
failed to pay him some $13 million for com-
pleted works, making lurid claims of corrup-
tion in the military economy, and calling on 
Egyptians to go into the streets in protest.291 
The videos, clearly touching a nerve with the 

After fleeing to Spain, Mohamed Ali released a series of videos such as the one in the above screenshot from September 11, 2019, 
alleging corruption in al-Sisi’s military economy. Photo: Mohamed Ali Secrets/YouTube
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public amid worsening economic conditions, 
garnered millions of views and spawned small 
protests around the country. The regime re-
sponded with a massive crackdown, jailing 
thousands of suspected dissidents and handing 
Ali a lifetime prison sentence in absentia.292 

Even autocrats depend on coalition partners 
to govern and maintain their rule. In al-Sisi’s 
case, these coalition partners are predomi-
nantly military generals. But as Sayigh notes, 
al-Sisi does not enjoy complete control over the 
military. “He has the means to manipulate the 
various military interest groups and play them 
against each other, but must also award them 
economic resources and opportunities.”293

The president’s economic misadventures may 
be fueling his patronage networks for now, 

but they are also exacerbating Egypt’s eco-
nomic crisis. Without new streams of cash, 
al-Sisi will run out of ways to reward his loyal-
ists—loyal to he who holds the purse strings, 
not to the man. 

The president’s economic 
misadventures may be fueling 

his patronage networks for now, 
but they are also exacerbating 

Egypt’s economic crisis.

“ “
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VI. CONCLUSION

The economic logic of the new capital 
only makes sense when we consider that 
the parties funding the project—the 

Egyptian public—are distinct from the ones 
profiting from it: regime insiders, regime-con-
nected companies, and above all, the Egyptian 
Armed Forces. This arrangement means that 
while the project will undoubtedly create a 
net loss when taken as a whole, the NAC has 
been extremely lucrative for important actors 
in Egypt’s political economy. If you take out a 
loan of $1 million, give it to a child to open a 
lemonade stand, and he earns $10 a day, he still 
comes out with a profit (never mind that you 
lose $1 million plus interest). 

As demonstrated above—and contrary to of-
ficial claims—construction of the NAC is un-
doubtedly weighing on the state’s finances. 
Tens of billions of dollars in public spending 
and loans—mostly from state-owned banks to 
government entities—are making the building 
of the new capital possible. This arrangement is 

funneling capital away from other potential pro-
ductive activity and saddling the treasury with 
debt that will plague Egyptians for generations 
to come. 

Meanwhile, the new capital projects are send-
ing cash to al-Sisi’s most important patronage 
networks. Chief among them are the active 
and retired generals leading the ACUD, NSPO, 
AFLPA, and EAAF, as well as their long-time 
partners in construction, real estate, and build-
ing materials. International actors are also en-
joying a piece of the pie, with Western firms 
securing multimillion-dollar contracts and ad-
ditional maintenance and operation deals, often 
locked in for several years. 

All of this is happening with a complete lack 
of transparency and accountability. While de-
mocracies debate the economics of hosting the 
Olympics—with the billions spent on new sta-
diums and infrastructure rarely recouped by the 
revenues—al-Sisi is building an entire Olympic 

Phase one of the NAC remains uncompleted in this aerial view of residential districts 2 and 3, the “Green River”, Central Business 
District, Government District, and Presidential Palace complex, posted March 2023. Photo: The Capital Cairo/Facebook
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City in the new capital before he even knows if 
Egypt will be chosen to host the games. 

Information on which companies enjoy con-
tracts from the ACUD and how much they are 
paid—from state resources—is available to the 
public only through piecemeal reporting. Criti-
cism of the new capital project is suppressed 
or dismissed as ignorance, while al-Sisi and 
his regime allies rely on the “illusion of truth” 
effect (the propaganda strategy of repeating a 
lie enough times to make it seem true) to pre-
tend that, by some magic, the state—the Egyp-
tian people—is not paying for the NAC and 
the dozens of smaller white elephant schemes 
across the country, despite incontrovertible evi-
dence to the contrary. 

At the closing of Egypt’s October 2022 Eco-
nomic Conference, hosted in the NAC, al-Sisi 
gave a two-hour speech justifying his economic 
policies. “I’ll talk about the capital here,” he told 
the audience. “All of Egypt has to be like this. 
All of Egypt has to be like this. And your dream 
should be this! Like this!” he continued, reach-
ing a crescendo. “How? You won’t eat, and you 
won’t sleep, and you won’t rest.”294 

For all of al-Sisi’s repeated falsehoods, this state-
ment offered a rare moment of truth: The new 
capital is being built at the expense of the Egyp-
tian people, who are forced to forgo essentials to 
realize the autocrat’s dream.

But the fact that the new capital and other 
megaprojects are “the president’s projects” also 
puts al-Sisi in a precarious position. The cost of 
the new capital alone is daunting in the face of 
more than $400 billion in government debt that 
continues to mount. Add to that the 48 thou-
sand feddans under construction in the “new 
summer capital” in New Alamein, the 20-some 
other new “smart cities,” the expensive agricul-
tural land reclamation campaigns, and regular 
spending for essential public goods and services, 
and the prospect of being able to afford the na-
tional projects currently on the books becomes 
downright fantasy. 

When these projects fail to materialize, the 
presidential initiatives will become presiden-
tial disasters. And the capital of al-Sisi’s “New 
Republic” will reflect the true nature of the 
venture—full of superlatives, high-tech surveil-
lance, and ordered streets, but ultimately lifeless.

At the closing of Egypt’s Economic Conference, October 23, 2022, hosted in the NAC, al-Sisi gave a two-hour speech justifying his 
economic policies. Photo: Egyptian Presidency
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APPENDIX I:  
Who’s Building the NAC? Main Egyptian NAC Contractors and Construction Companies

Company, Owner, and/or Regime 
Connection (if applicable)

NAC Clients, Projects, and Contract Values (when available)

EGYPTIAN CONSTRUCTION AND CONTRACTING GIANTS

ORASCOM
(est. 1950)

Orascom Construction

Red Sea Construction295

Majority Owner
Sawiris family

Orascom Construction

For EAAF: the 127-feddan Arts and Culture City (complete with a 2,150-
seat opera house and 24 additional buildings dedicated to the arts);296 the 
Cathedral of the Nativity of Christ (“the largest cathedral in the Middle 
East”);297 the cabinet building; the Central Bank headquarters; Banque Misr 
headquarters; the military-owned Almasa Hotel; the 93,440-seat stadium in 
the Olympic City;298 and telecommunications networks throughout the new 
capital.299

For NUCA: the Crescent Tower in the CBD; 205 feddans of the one thousand 
feddan Green River (approximately $103 million);300 60 residential buildings 
in the R5 district;301 and infrastructure throughout R3 (including sewage, 
water, irrigation, and electrical networks).

For NAT: a share of all of the main transportation projects servicing the new 
capital, including the $4.5 billion monorail, the $1.2 billion light rail transit 
system, and the $4.5 billion high-speed rail system.302

For other state entities: a $1 billion industrial complex issuing government 
documents (sprawled over 101 feddans);303 two data centers for a “confidential” 
client (the Ministry of Defense);304 another data center comprised of four 
buildings; at least 248 kilometers of internal roads;305 the Mansoura 6 and 7 
Compounds (for General Intelligence);306 and the $2 billion-plus new capital 
power plant (alongside Siemens), subcontracted by the EEHC. 

Just south of the new capital, Orascom was tapped to build the new Ministry 
of Defense headquarters—a sprawling sub-city dubbed “the Octagon.”

Orascom Construction’s subsidiary, National Steel Fabrication, was 
contracted to supply steel for the NAC power plant and NAC Cathedral. 
Another Orascom subsidiary, Alico, supplied aluminum and glass for the 
military’s 92 thousand-plus spectator stadium in the NAC’s Olympic City, 
among other undisclosed projects.307 

Red Sea Construction

For EAAF: the Ministry of Finance; the Security Directorate of the New 
Administrative Capital (Mudirayat Amn el-‘Asima); two large data centers 
in the Government District: the Central Command Center (CCC) and City 
Operation Center (COC);308 the Capital Walkway Park (6 administrative 
buildings, 5 retail buildings, landscaping and roads) next to the Arts and 
Culture District.309 

Due to the opaque nature of the new administrative capital project, few contract values are available and data 
is incomplete. The table below is drawn from author interviews, financial statements, and Arabic-language 
news and business reports in an attempt to be as comprehensive as possible. 
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HASSAN ALLAM HOLDING
(est. 1936)

Hassan Allam Construction

Hassan Allam Utilities

3S Ready Mix 

Majority Owners
Allam family and  

the World Bank Group’s  
International Finance Corporation

Estimated NAC contract values: 20 billion EGP ($1.27 billion) by May 2020. 

For EAAF: the NAC Airport; four ministerial buildings; the NAC’s main 
conference center in the military’s Almasa Hotel; several key roads and 
bridges; sewage networks; a large hospital; and a five-year contract to 
manage facilities in the Government District (beginning late 2021).310

For NUCA: the construction of over 138 feddans of housing in the R5 
district;311 a $130.87 million wastewater treatment plant;312 an $892 
million water station and line connecting the NAC to the Nile (as part of 
a consortium);313 and a five-year operation and maintenance contract for 
infrastructure networks throughout the city.314

For NAT: the $1.2 billion light rail transit project (alongside Orascom).315 

For other state entities: a $53.61 million National Center for Energy Control 
(alongside Siemens for the state-owned Egyptian Electricity Transmission 
Company);316 and a district cooling plant (subcontracted by the state-owned 
Gas Cool, under the Ministry of Petroleum). 

Hassan Allam’s concrete subsidiary, 3S Ready Mix (launched in January 
2016), has also been tapped to supply concrete “to major projects in the 
New Capital.”317 

TALAAT MOUSTAFA GROUP 
(TMG) HOLDING

(est. 1980)

Alexandria Construction Company

Arab Company for Projects and  
Urban Development 

Majority Owner
Talaat Moustafa family

Regime Connections
Hisham Talaat Moustafa was a central 
crony of the Mubarak regime. Al-Sisi 

pardoned him from prison (convicted of 
killing his ex-girlfriend). Talaat Moustafa 
has since donated billions of pounds to 

the regime and led several of the regime’s 
major real estate projects

For EAAF: Ministry of Military Production, Ministry of Electricity, and 
Ministry of Petroleum; several buildings in military-led residential 
districts.318

For NUCA: 262 feddans of the Green River (approximately $131 million).319

For parent company (TMG Holding): the largest residential compound built by 
the private sector in the NAC, Celia, covering five hundred feddans in the 
Investors’ Area. 

Joint ventures with the military outside of NAC: TMG’s five thousand feddan, 
five hundred billion EGP Nour City in Capital Gardens—a new city owned 
in large part by the military under construction across the street from the 
new capital—has made the military’s projects there more valuable. 
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ELSEWEDY COMPANIES
(est. 1938)

Elsewedy Electric

Egyptian Manufacturing  
and Advanced Systems  

(EMAS) (est. 2006)

Majority Owner
Elsewedy family

Elsewedy Electric

For EAAF: the main control room of a $90 million smart transportation system 
(toll collection and traffic management systems for 7 highways).320

For NUCA: $22.5 million (365 million EGP) contract to link electricity stations in 
the NAC in 2019;321 $70 million (1.24 billion EGP) contract to build an electricity 
substation in the NAC in March 2018;322 $28.14 million (443 million EGP) 
contract for road lighting;323 an undisclosed amount for tunnels to transport 
electricity from stations to buildings throughout the NAC. 

Joint ventures with the military outside of NAC: the Economic Zone Utilities 
Company (est. 2019)—49 percent owned by Elsewedy Electric, 51 percent by the 
military-led Suez Canal Economic Zone Authority. Elsewedy develops, operates, 
and maintains all major utilities in the 107 thousand feddan economic zone—
work valued at billions of dollars.324 

EMAS

For EAAF: supplies electrical equipment for: the Administrative Control 
Buildings and data centers (CCC, COC, NN1, and NN2), New Capital Power 
Plant, ministries, parliament, R2 residential district, and the Ministry of 
Defense’s Octagon.325 

DORRA GROUP
(est. 1943)

Majority Owner
Dorra family

For NUCA: 952 villas, 22 residential and mixed-use buildings, and landscaping 
in R3.

PRIVATE SECTOR COMPANIES THAT GREW FROM MEDIUM TO LARGE UNDER AL-SISI

ROWAD MODERN  
ENGINEERING (RME)

(est. 1998)

Majority Owners
Elsewedy family and Mahlab family

Regime Connections
Chaired and co-owned by Mohamed 

Mahlab, son of Ibrahim Mahlab— 
a high-ranking member of the ruling 
National Democratic Party during the 
Mubarak era, and former minister of 

housing, then prime minister under al-Sisi, 
before becoming the president’s adviser 

for national projects

For EAAF: four ministry buildings;326 a sports hall to accommodate 15 thousand 
spectators in the Olympic City;327 infrastructure over 1,500 feddans for the 
Downtown, Government District, and Diplomatic District; large road and bridge 
projects, including the New Cairo Capital Bridge;328 the NAC’s Air Defense 
College.329

For NUCA: 120 feddans of residential units in the R5 district.330

For NAT: train fence and 26 workshop buildings for the light rail transit system 
(with Gama);331 parts of the high-speed train.332

For Elsewedy Education: a $390 million cluster of international universities, 
branded The Knowledge Hub, on a plot of 50 feddans in the R7 district.333
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CONCORD
(est. 1989)

Majority Owners
Ahmed el Abd  

(son of a former high ranking official 
in the Ministry of Land Reclamation, 
appointed by Sadat in 1972)334 and  

Ahmed Abdel Rahman Suliman  
(son of a former board member  

of the Arab Contractors)335

Regime Connections 
Police generals head Concord’s “public 

relations;” and since October 2021, the CEO 
has been Mohammed el Shimi, previously 
chairman of the state-owned Petrojet and 
Ganoub el Wadi Holding Company—the 
former with close ties to the military, and 

the latter likely a front for the GIS336 

For EAAF: two ministry buildings; 1.5 billion EGP contract in the Olympic 
City; 2 billion EGP contract for the Sports City; 1.78 billion EGP for the 
headquarters of the Administrative Control Authority (a government 
oversight body dominated by military officers); infrastructure for R1 and R2 
residential districts.337

For NUCA: 1 billion EGP to build 61 upscale residential buildings in R3; 1.7 
billion EGP for infrastructure projects; 900 million EGP for a utility tunnel; 
and an undisclosed amount for several kilometers of roads.

For NAT: part of the $1.2bn light rail transit system.

For other state entities: Concord was also entrusted to build sections of the 
GIS complex (Mansoura 1 and 3).

Notable jobs for the military outside of the NAC: land reclamation in Toshka; 
new tunnels under the Suez Canal for 18 billion EGP (with Orascom and 
Arab Contractors); and at least 7 billion EGP worth of infrastructure works 
for al-Sisi’s Haya Karima initiative.338 

REDCON
(est. 1993)

Regime Connections
Established by Admiral Mohamed Safwat 
el Gamaal, and now led by his son, Tarek 

el Gamaal, who was appointed to the 
original board of the ACUD as an “expert” 

representative339 

Estimated total NAC contract values: 10 billion EGP ($600 million) by 2018.

For EAAF: two military-owned hotels in the El Kayan military district for 750 
million EGP.340

For NUCA: a 600 million EGP ($38 million) contract to build 90 feddans in 
the Green River.341

For NAT: new capital stations for the light rail transit system and high-speed 
rail (subcontracted by NAT).342

For other state entities: a 450 million EGP contract to build a central cooling 
plant (subcontracted by the state-owned Gas Cool);343 and a 420 million EGP 
contract to build a residential development, Bleu Vert, for Saudi Egyptian 
Developers (50 percent owned by the Egyptian Ministry of Housing).344 

GAMA CONSTRUCTION
(est. 1991)

Regime Connections
A subsidiary of Triangle Group, founded 

by retired Air Force officer General Abdel 
Minam Tawil. Triangle Group now led 

by the general’s sons; owns companies 
in energy, defense and construction; a 
longtime supplier of foreign defense 

equipment to the military345 

For EAAF: Ministry of Health; Ministry of Youth and Sports; Ministry of 
Transportation; Ministry of Local Councils; Aquatics Center for three 
thousand spectators and the Equestrian Club in the Olympic City; Industrial 
Development Bank headquarters; El Narges Hospital; El Shohada Mosque; 
8,336 residential units for the military’s four hundred feddan residential 
compound, Gowharat el Asima (Jewel of the Capital).346

For NAT: train fence and 26 workshop buildings for the light rail transit 
system (with RME).347

Notable jobs for the military outside of the NAC: several bridges, tunnels, 
canals and social housing projects; land reclamation of 10 thousand feddans 
for agriculture; major infrastructure projects in the Suez Canal Economic 
Zone, the Sinai peninsula, and on the north coast; wastewater treatment 
plants in Menofia (owned by EAAF) as part of Haya Karima; sections of the 
military’s $1.1 billion cement plant in Beni Suef, and of a cement plant in 
Arish; massive textile and wood factories in the Roubaiky Industrial Zone 
megaproject; National Mining Training Institute; Borg el Arab Sports Hall 
for five thousand spectators.348 
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SAMCRETE HOLDING
(est. 1963) 

Majority Owners 
Saad family

Regime Connections 
Founded by prominent Mubarak-era 

businessman Sami Saad,349 and now led by 
his son, Karim Sami Saad

For EAAF: Ministry of Supply; Ministry of Industry and Trade; Ministry of 
Manpower; Ministry of Public Business Sector; Ministry of Immigration; 
and Ministry of International Cooperation.350 

For NUCA: large sections of the R5 residential district.351

For other state entities: Banque du Caire NAC headquarters.352

Notable jobs for the military outside of the NAC: several large road projects.353

Joint ventures with the military outside of the NAC: established East Port Said 
Development in 2016 with the NSPO and Hassan Allam Holding to build 
the 3,800-feddan East Port Said Industrial Zone megaproject in the Suez 
Canal Economic Zone.354 

SIAC CONSTRUCTION
(est. 1986)

Regime Connections
Established by a former high-ranking 

engineer at the state-owned  
Arab Contractors and  

now led by his son, Nehad Ragab

Estimated total NAC contract values: 20 billion EGP ($1.27 billion) by 2022.

For EAAF: New Capital Hospital; Ministry of Foreign Affairs; several bank 
headquarters (including that of the NBE); and the National Council for 
the Care of Martyrs’ Families and the Injured—a 35-feddan medical and 
recreation center for the families of regime-designated martyrs.355

For NAT: the central new capital train station (alongside the Arab 
Contractors).356

For Chinese state-owned companies: two of the 20 towers in the Central 
Business District, and another station for the light rail transit project.357 

Notable jobs for the military outside of the NAC: work on the NSPO’s cement 
plants in Beni Suef and the Sinai.

EL SOADAA GROUP
(est. 1980) 

Majority Owner 
Founder and chairman,  

Said Mahmoud and family

For EAAF: six ministries; two buildings in the Knowledge City; 28 buildings 
in the R1 residential district and 16 buildings in R2.358 

For other state entities: Arab Investment Bank headquarters.359

Notable jobs for the military outside of the NAC: several bridges, roads, and 
military housing projects.360

GHARABLY INTEGRATED 
ENGINEERING COMPANY 

(GIECO)
(est. 1912)

Majority Owner
El Gharably family

Regime Connections
The Gharably family is reportedly related 

to former EAAF chief, General Ehab al-Far, 
through marriage

For EAAF: ministry buildings; Armed Forces Club; Central Bus Station (over 
105 feddans); the world’s largest flagpole and largest flown flag (earning the 
company two Guinness Book world records).

Notable jobs for the military outside of the NAC: Abu Qir military port (for 
which it borrowed 12.7bn EGP from a consortium of mostly state-owned 
banks); a 4bn EGP port in the Suez Canal Zone (with Arab Contractors); 
several bridges, hotels, mosques, grain silos, and social housing projects.
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SMALLER EGYPTIAN “PRIVATE SECTOR” COMPANIES

WADI EL NIL CONTRACTING 
AND REAL ESTATE

(est. 1989)

Regime Connections
Reportedly owned by General Intelligence 

(mukhabarat) and vice chaired by a 
military general

For EAAF: 1.1 billion EGP contract to build 121 residential buildings; 
contract for at least 850 million EGP to build the National Post 
headquarters.361

EL AGYAL FOR 
CONTRACTING AND TRADE

(est. 1980s)

Regime Connections 
General manager is a military general

For EAAF: aquatics center for Sports City; a cafeteria, villas, residential 
buildings, and a mall in the military’s Jewel of the Capital compound.362 

Notable jobs for the military outside of the NAC: several buildings and 
infrastructure projects for various authorities under the armed forces; 
infrastructure projects for al-Sisi’s Haya Karima initiative.363

ABNAA SINAI 
(est. 2010)

Majority Owner 
Ibrahim al-Organi

Regime Connections
Founder and owner, al-Organi, has 

collaborated with the military in joint 
security operations in the North Sinai and 

in business ventures

For other state entities: parts of Mansoura 6—the main residential 
compound for GIS officers, including 293 upscale townhouses, just north of 
the sprawling GIS administrative compound.364 

Notable jobs for the military outside of the NAC: Suez Canal expansion; land 
reclamation projects; reconstruction in Gaza. 

Joint ventures with the military outside of the NAC: Al-Organi is chairman 
of Misr Sinai for Investments (owned 51 percent by the military and 49 
percent by businessmen in North Sinai) with factories working in glass, 
cement, and marble.365

ARGYNZA CONSTRUCTION
(est. 2001)

Majority Owner
Ahmed El Gharbawi

Regime Connections 
Long-time subcontractor for the military

For EAAF: a set of soaring entry gates to the new capital; Military Academy 
at the Strategic Headquarters of the Armed Forces in the NAC; 85-feddan 
Argynza City residential compound; part of the Grand Egypt Mosque 
(including the world’s tallest minbar).366

Notable jobs for the military outside of the NAC: a large mall owned by the 
EAAF; a military sporting club in Ismailia (including hotel with 105 rooms); 
a large theater (Victory Theater) in Ismailia; a textile industrial complex 
in Hosh Eissa; a military memorial in New Galala City; a new car market 
complex; military training camps.
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LARGE EGYPTIAN PUBLIC SECTOR COMPANIES

ARAB CONTRACTORS

The main public sector company  
building the NAC

Estimated total NAC contract values: 20 billion EGP by 2021.367

For EAAF: 5 billion EGP parliament building;368 the slightly smaller Senate 
Council;369 the 750 million EGP al-Fattah al-Aleem Mosque (with capacity 
for 17 thousand worshipers);370 the $45 million Grand Egypt Mosque (for 
107 thousand worshipers);371 roads and aviation field for the NAC airport;372 
and several roads for the Government District.

For NUCA: 136 feddans of Green River (approximately $68 million);373 two 
water lines servicing the new capital’s residential and commercial areas 
for 485 million EGP; the central power station; at least 94 residential 
buildings;374 and infrastructure and utilities over 550 feddans (including 
water, sewage, irrigation, electricity, and communications).375

For NAT: the $4.5 billion monorail project linking the new capital to the rest 
of Cairo (with Orascom and French company, Alstom);376 the $1.2 billion 
light rail transit system (with Orascom and Hassan Allam); and the central 
NAC train station (with SIAC).377

HOLDING COMPANY FOR 
CONSTRUCTION AND 

DEVELOPMENT (HCCD)

Under the Ministry of Public  
Business Sector

For EAAF: infrastructure projects totaling 5 billion EGP ($563 million) in 
2017/18 including construction of the Ministry of Justice, roads and utilities 
in the Government District, and residential buildings in R6.378

For NUCA: At least 17 residential buildings and infrastructure for utilities 
in R3.379 

For private sector: foundations for villas in TMG’s Celia compound and for 
RME-built towers.

PETROJET

Under the Ministry of  
Petroleum and Mineral Resources

For EAAF: 36 residential buildings for “a sovereign entity” (either the military 
or GIS);380 tunnels and basic infrastructure; the widening of the Cairo-Suez 
Road, which leads to the NAC.381

For NUCA: 94 feddans of the Green River (approximately $47 million).382

For NAT: part of the $1.2 billion light rail transit system.383

For other state entities: a network of cooling pipes;384 a network of gas 
pipelines.385
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APPENDIX II:  
Foreign Companies with Major NAC Contracts

Gulf Companies

MARASEM 

Majority Owner
Saudi Arabia’s largest  

construction conglomerate,  
Saudi Binladin Group

Estimated total NAC contract values: 15 billion EGP by July 2019.386 

For NUCA: sections of the R5 district; 212 feddans of the Green River 
(approximately $106 million); and a project in the Central Business 
District.387

ASGC EGYPT 

Majority Owner
 Emirati Air Force officer (ret.)  

Mohamed bin el Sha’far

For NUCA: at least one hundred residential and mixed-use buildings in 
the R3 and R5 residential districts; all of the infrastructure works for the 
1,700-feddan Investors’ Area (including water and irrigation networks, 
sewage, electricity and roads).388

Western Companies

SIEMENS

$3 billion contract for high-speed train linking the new capital to the Red Sea 
and the Mediterranean; $2.34 billion contract (with Orascom) to build NAC 
power plant, and an additional $352 million to manage and operate the NAC 
plant (and two others) for eight years; a $53.61 million contract to build the 
National Energy Control Center (with Hassan Allam); additional contracts 
pending for an Innovation Center in the NAC’s Knowledge City.

DELL TECHNOLOGIES Contracts in the Knowledge City and elsewhere in the NAC.

CISCO
$300 million contract (in partnership with a local company) from the 
Ministry of Communications to supply equipment and systems for 
communication centers around the NAC.

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
At least €100 million in new capital contracts to build technological 
infrastructure, power stations, and electricity distribution networks 
throughout the NAC.

ALSTOM A €2.7 billion contract to design, build, and install 70 monorail trains, plus 
provide 30 years of operation and maintenance services.

ORANGE A $135 million contract to build and operate the NAC’s main Data Center.

ÉLECTRICITÉ DE FRANCE (EDF) Contract to manage the new capital’s electricity distribution and supervise 
the execution of the Energy Control Center.

DORSCH GRUPPE Contracts to manage water (including drinking water, irrigation, and 
sewage) and traffic/transportation throughout the entire new capital.

MASTERCARD A 10-year strategic partnership with the ACUD for a smart card payment 
system.

GIESECKE+DEVRIENT (G+D) A €260 million contract for “the largest money printer in the Middle East.”

HONEYWELL At least 2.2 billion EGP to establish a surveillance system and the Integrated 
Command and Control Center.
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Capital,” Al-Ahram [Ar], January 31, 2019, https://
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Housing invests EGP 3.4bn in SOLANA New 
Capital,” Mubasher, July 30, 2019, https://english.
mubasher.info/news/3511045/Al-Shams-Housing-
invests-EGP-3-4bn-in-SOLANA-New-Capital/; 
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https://invest-gate.me/news/egypts-ava-mina-to-
partner-el-shams-housing-in-oro-new-capital/; 
chaired by General Mahmoud Maghary. See Bodour 
Ibrahim, “The Administrative Capital is preparing to 
withdraw the lands of 17 real estate companies,” Al-
Mal [Ar], July 2, 2019, bit.ly/3oYN3LX

72.  Rahma Ramadan, “Establishing an electricity 
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cost of 840 million pounds,” Youm7 [Ar], August 11, 
2021, bit.ly/42itVak

73.  Ahmed Hassan, “The Banking District in the 
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Zaki Abdeen: 30 banks have obtained plots of 
land...4 years implementation period...Distinctive 
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November 2, 2018, bit.ly/41YYyBG
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6bn-securitised-bonds/;
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NewsAndAnalysis/Egypt-Deal-of-the-year/
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